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for a Penny a Pound
r

At

Curtiss Field, Rockland
We will take up all persons at a Penny a Pound
of their actual weight, Sunday, June 1, at the
Curtiss Flying Field, Rockland in this fine
Travelaire.

Fly for a Penny a Pound
Curtiss-Wright Flying Service

A GRADUATION SPECIAL
A Blue Suit with Extra Trousers
of White Flannel, Belt to match,

and a Straw Hat—

$30.50
BURPEE & LAMB
Burpee Furniture Co. Block

*

Rockland

OAKLAND PARK
OPENING

FRIDAY, MAY 30

••• ••• pa- -a-

-a- -a- -a- •••

“VETS” WERE GUESTS

McGuffie Tells About the
Granite Situation In Ston
ington

Grand Army Day At Lion
Club — Lermond Tells of
Knox Arboretum

•••

TlBBET

Leo Doucette’s Jazz Band
FINEST FLOOR

DANCE UNDER THE CRYSTAL BALL
Admission 50 Cents
62-61

THE '
ROGUE SONG

Harbor View Tea Room

OPENS MAY 30
CHICKEN AND LOBSTER DINNERS

FOR DECORATION DAY

COMMUNITY
SWEET SHOP

AT

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

AYER’S

'SILSBY’S"
399 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 318-W

Tulips, per dozen, $2.00

Carnations, per dozen, $2.50
Snapdragons, per dozen, $2.50, $3.00

Feverfew, per bunch, $1.00
Artificial Wreaths and Sprays at Reduced Prices
Geraniums

Heliotrope

Fuchsias

Pansies

English Qaisies and Seedlings

.

which may also be found at the

SILSBY GREENHOUSES
253 Camden Street

Rockland
63-64
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most of em working

Quarry Workers’ Journal:
“We held uur regular meeting the
•a•••
No man can ever rise above that at ••• 10th with a poor attendance. Why is
••• which he aims. Kcv. A. A. Hodge.
••• it that imen will pay their money
•••
.«. into an organisation and then stay
IF.
••• ••• ••• -a- ••• -a--a- ••• ••• -a- ••• -a- -a- -a- IF, away themselves? It does not look
to 'me as if they were very much
interested in how their money was
KNOX HAS GAINED
used. Why. 'if the quarry owners
run their business like that I
With Two Towns Missing should
they would soon be on the rucks
Its Population Is 1389 Brothers, your union is a. business
proposition andjshotild be run as such
Larger Than 1920
come and do yohr part and help
run 1C
'
I was glad to See by our last Jour
The ceil us figures for many of
Maine s counties have already been nal that business Is improving all
along the line. Most of Lhe boys
published, but not so Knox County,
around here are working.
Some
wliicli still awaits the pleasure of have’not got on to the quarry yet but
Union and Uusliiflg.
these few are working on the road.
Tli© population of the towns which I “In the last Journal I told you that
have already given in their figures we quarried big stone in the quarries
here. Well, at the present time there
is 26.049 and the same towns in 1920 is a piece of st* ne all free on the
had a combined population of 24.600. I)eer Island Co. job that measures on
Inasmuch as Union and Cushing ape an average two hundred feet long,
not apt to show a material loss, it is thirty-eight feet wide, and sixteen
quite evident that Knox County will feet thick. A gang of men have been
make a material gain—1389 as it now working on it for about two months
stands.
and they figure that there Is wtill
• » • »
| about 10.000 tons in it, mind you!
Bath’s new population is 9093, only That is one solid piece of stone—rto
133 more than Rockland which it once seams in it. 'How many quarries in
exceeded by nearly 6700.
‘•Beat
i the country can beat that? This is
Bath” must be Buckland’s new motto.
no fish yarn—the stone is here for
* ♦ ♦ •
anyone to see.
'
Sixty-five years have elapsed since | displayed Memorial Day. In case of around smartly spite of bis many
Stonington's population is 1412 a
"1 was very sorry to hear about
the Civil War closed, but the memory ■ heavy showers at 10.30 a. tn. the physical disabilities, which, like the
gain of 59 over 20 years ago. The
Brother Suitor’s sickness and I hope of those who died for the cause, or parade will start at 1.30 p. in.
deacon's religion, lie is not bragging
town has only 12 farms.
[ he is out and around by this time.”
»
» ♦ * *
have since been mustered out by
Organizations will form iu the fol- of. His military record is one of
which he is not ashamed. He served
reason of illness or old age. is still I lowing order:
(’istincs population is 721. a loss of
NOT FOR SHERIFF
in the 21st Maine Infantry on the
warmly cherished, and each Memorial
22 since ’1920. This town lias 24
Platoon of Police
Mississippi River in Louisiana, a
farms.
Day finds a grateful citizenry unit
Grand Marahal, {Major Rainh W Brown
It le the Democratic Nomination For
• • • •
I Chief of Staff. Lieut. S. E Willard U. S. A. strenuous campaign from which lie
Representatie 1 bat Bert Smith ing with Vhe patriotic bodies in a fit
First Division
came home without a wound, hut
ting observance of the anniversary.
Deer Isle’s population is 1260, com
Seeks
. Captain Richard F. Saville. Commanding
quite sick. He is also an aide-depared with 171S ten years ago. The
The responsibility no longer rests
C.
K.
44.
Milwaukee
Band
camp. and is at present senior vice
town has 61 farms.
on the bowed shoulders of the few
Sailors. U. S. S. Milwaukee
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Maine O. A. R. He <h<»pes to be able
surviving Civil War veterans. Some
Battery G 249th Coast Artillery
A slip of the tongue or type states
BOARD OF REGISTRATION
to attend the National Encampment
Edwin Libby {Post, G. A. Jt.
years ago the observance was placed
Ball'll Timer Post. Spanish War Veterans
Notice Is hereby given Jh.it the Board of W Adelbert Smith of Vinalhaven a* in the hands of the sons of those vet
in Cincinnati, in August. He is past
Winslow-Holbrook Post, American Legion
Registration will lie in season at their rooms. , a candidate for -sheriff from Knox
86 years of age.
World War Veterans
Spring street, for the purpose of revising and '(’ounty. Mr. Smith is a Democratic, erans, another comparatively small
Sons of Union Veterans of the 'Civil War
correcting the voting lists of the city. The
body, which has had hearty coopera
William H. Maxey is able to get
candidate
for
representative
and
ha*
Women's
Relief
■Corps,
G.
A.
K.
sessions will be held June 5, t». 7. 9. lo
tion on the part of the other patriotic
: around in spite of his nearly 90 years.
Spanish War Veterans Auxiliary
and 11. from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m. and from 3 the support and pood wishes qf
organizations—with the citizen^ al
His military service was passed in
American Legion Auxiliary
p. m. to 5 p. m. and from 7 p. m. to 9 p. m. , many friends.
Bert,’’ as he is bet
Daughters of American Revolution
ways ready with a cheerful response
As the last three days of said session arc for
. two Maine regiments. After volun
ter
known,
is
married.
44
years
old,
Ruth
Mayhew
Tent,
Daughters
of
Veterans
the purpose of verifying said lists and to com
when called upon. Tlie chairman of
teering and serving his time in the
plete and close up the records of the session, •nd belongs to the .Masons and Odd
Second Division
this year’s celebration is Willis I.
21st regiment lie was drafted and sent
no names will he added to or stricken from Fellows.
He owns and manages a Ayer, one of Rockland’s live-wire
Lieut. Ilira LflRipley, Commanding
I to the 16th Maine. He was wounded,
said lists on said days.
Rockland
City
Band
1 hardware store in Vinalhaven and merchants and a member of Ander
By order of the Board of Registration.
i losing a part of Ills hand. He being
Rockland File Department
; is a very busy man.
HENRY M. de ROCHEMONT, Chairman
Veteran Firemen's Association
son Camp. How well he and his as
| drafted was evidently a mistake
62-64
•He is a musician of no mean ability, sociates have succeeded will be ap
Boy Scouts fof America
somewhere, and an injustice to eomGirl
Scouts
having been leader of the Vinalhaven parent to those who witness the fore
i rade Maxey, coming so soon after his
School Children
I band for many years and has played noon parade exercises on the Grand
| volunteer service.
By order of
in orchestras in all the surrounding Army premises—assuming that the
Fred A. Snow served in the U. S.
•Ralph
W.
Brown.
towns.
He has played with the weather recovers from the tantrum
Major 240th. C. A. | Navy on several war vessels. He
ltockland Band on special occasions in which it has been indulging the
Grand Marshal I is a victim of deafness, but Is alert,
and is ’ instructor .of music in the present week.
keeps abreast of the times In the daily
Lieut. S. K. Willard, U.B.A.
Vinalhaven schools. All told Bert
The first line cruiser Milwaukee,
doings of the busy world, and a most
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Chief of 48tuff
is a good man in any place and- we sent through the efforts of Sena
interesting talker. He is 87.
arc very anxious to send him to our tor Hale, chairman of the Naval AfAllen Kelley, is on deck every day,
Capital City to tell them “What’s ' fairs committee, jis due here today. . The afternoon exercise^ on the
What.”
An Admirer | and will send ashore a hand and de- J Grand Army premises. Union and and uss no cane, in fact looks to be
the best preserved' veteran among us.
I tach ment for the parade, leaving port j Limerock streets, will begin at 1.30. He is a good G.A.R. member, and a
BIRDS AT THE ARBORETUM
again probably on iSaturday morning. and this will be the program:
favorite with all. He served in tlie
If the weather is suitable tomor
Rockland Band 1st Maine Sharpshooters and !20t'h
The following species of birds row forenoo-n t'he parade will be held Music.
l’raver.
Rev H It. Wlnchcnbacli
I Ma ne Infantry and is 87.
have been known to nest within at 10.30, but if rain should be fall Gen. Ligan's Alemorial Day Order,
,,
,
F S. Philbrlck
Knox Arboretum:
William N. Benner, who served in
ing heavily at that time the proces Lincoln s Address at Gettysburg.
Robin. Wilson’s Thrush. Hermit sion will start at 1.30, as the custom
Rev. H. It. Winchenbach : the Second Maine Battery, is still
Necrology of G. A. R..
Thrush. Olive-back Thrush. Bluebird. has always l>een.
| working daily. Owns and carries on
Spanisli War Veterans and American Legion quite a dairying business and is quite
Catbird. Cedar bird. Cuekop. Ruffed
In the Selection of the grand mar Music.
Rockland Band
Grouse. Woodcock, Long-Eared Owl. shal the choice naturally fell upon Address.
rcv Ashley A Sniiil. alert.
Cooper’s
Hawk.
Red-Shouldered Major Ralph W. Brown of the 440th Address.
jtev. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor
George E. Cross served his military
Star Spangled Banner."
Rockland Band
Hawk. Blue Jay, Crow. Kingfisher. Regiment, C. A., who has so admir
,Rev. Ashley A. Smith term witli the 19th Maine Infantry
1*110060. Wood Pewee. Least Fly ably handled big parades in former Benediction.
This will be immediately followed and lives in Massachusetts, visiting
catcher. Flicker. Downy Woodpecker. years. His chief of staff will be
us occasionally. He is 88 years of
Chimney Swift. Tree Swallow, Barn Lieut. S. E. Willard. These orders by a band concert during which tlie age, up to date in all that is going on
Rockland Rand will present this
Swallow. Slate-colored Junco, Song have been issued:
but somewhat infirm, physically.
patriotic program:
Sparrow. White-throated sparrow.
• ♦ • •
John H. Thomas is now living in
March National Emblem ................... Bagley
Savanna Sparrow. Chipping Spar
Headquarters of Grand Marshal. Overture -Sans ■Souci ............................. Kaula WaTtham, Mass., bur visits us every
row. Vesper Sparrow. Goldfinch. Red Memorial Day Parade, Rockland Trumpet solo Columbia ................. Rollinson summer. Appears quit© vigorous and
iK. tV. AVIiite soloist
breasted Grosbeak. Purple finch. Maine, May 26. 1930:
Trumpet duet FriendlyRivals ............ <io<lfrev wears a cane for style. He bas been
Spotted Sandpiper. Oven-bird, Black1. It is hereby ordered that all
commander of the Post nnd a great
IMr. Montgomery. Mr White
throated Green Warbler, Yellow organizations participating in the Medley of Patriotic Mar Song Melodies
worker in the order for many years.
I
nited
AVe
Stand
................................
Ha
vs
Warbler. Chestnut-sided Warbler, ! parade report at G.A.R. hall. LimbHis military service was in the 4t'h
Black and White Warbler. Nashville i rock street at 10 a. m. (daylight Anchors Aweigh The Song of tiie tNavy .....
Maine Infantry.
I think he has
Warbler. Magnolia Warbler. Red lime) Friday. May 30.
Nellie (.ray Air and Varle for saxophone
passed the 86th milestone.
start. Maryland Yellow-Throat. Par2. The First "Division will form
Estabrook J. Pease is 86 years of
Orrin Bradbury soloist
ula
Warbler. Cliick-a-dee.
Red- on Union street, with left of line Selection Over
There . ...............
Lakt. ! age and somewhat infirm. His mili
breasted Nuthatch. Red-Eved Viren. extending down Limerock street.
A Selection of American World War Son s
tary service was in the West, against
National Anthem
Humming Bird and Bobolink, a total
3. The Second Division will form
j Mosby, the guerrilla, and later
of 50. Three additional species have on School street, with left of line
At the request of Tlie Courter-Oa- against Indians on the rampage. He
been found on adjoining farms: in Postoffice square.
spends a large part of his time at
Cliff or Eave Swallow. Bank Swallow
The parade will march at 10.30 Jtette Col. F. s. philbrlck lias pre the Soldiers’ Home in Togus.
pared
ihe
following
brief
skketehes
and Red-Wing Blackbird.
a. m. over the following route:
Obed Andrews saw much active
Union street to Pleasant, to Main, of the 14 Civil War survivors who
service
in the 19-th Maine Infantry
now
furnish
the
rosier
of
Edwin
up Main, halting in front of Elks
Came home. and. for several years
! Hopie while flowers are strewn on Libby Poat, G.A.R.
was postmaster at Glenmere. He
• • • •
: the water from an airplane, volley
William P. Hurley, commander of possesses his faculties in a remark
• fired iby squad from Battery G. and
I Taps blown, for the Nation’s dead the Post is seldom absent from the able degree, and does n«»t sport a eane.
meetings unless away from the city. Is about 60. apparently, but actually
1 buried at sea.
On the Atlantic Highway
The parade will then continue up I lie past two winters lie spent in past the 85th milestone.
William P. Cook, who is a former
i Main to Major Ralph Ulmer Park Florida. He is- past S3 years of age:
158 CAMDEN STREET, ROCKLAND
j where services will be conducted by still alert and his mental faculties commander of Edwin Libby Post, is
the Spanish War Veterans.
The keen. Has held numerous offices in in his 92d year, and for quite a long
! G.A.R. will move out first to the the gift of the city and has been 'time has been an inmate of the Na
' reviewing stand at the foot, of Talbot governor of the National Soldiers tional Soldiers’ Home in Togus. He
avenue. The parade will pass down Home at Togus. His war service was enlisted in the Coast Defense at lhe
Main, up Limerock. and he dispersed given in tlie Navy and one to be • breaking out of the war. but was
proud of.
transferred to jthe 18*lh Maine, and
j at G.A.R. hall.
Our Motto: “Service and Satisfaction"
James F. W’oodsum, the senior vice ' later to another branch of the servIt is requested that all flags bo
commander, is also a Navy veteran, I :ec, the 1st Maine Cavalry. He figIDA M. CHASE
having spent six years in that serv- I ured in some of the fiercest battles
| ice. beside passing three years in of the Civil War and was not must
whaling ships, a goodly part of this ered out until 1866.
time in the Arctic Ocean, later bePeter Proek, once a member of the
coming a successful farmer for 49 Post, wasi one of the youngest to en
years. He Is in full possession of his ter the service. He is now about 80.
mental faculties, but is beginning to still resides in Rockland, but i-s very
SOUTH HOPE
feel the effects of his more than 86 infirm.
years, physically. He has recently
The past year has been marked by
been appointed an aide-de-camp on
NOW SERVING
the staff of tiie National Commander. the passing of our youngest member
Barbecue Chicken and
Edwin J. Foster, headquarters in William Cunningham, who was about
Memorial Day tomorrow! In our haate to catch tha almighty
Boston. This appointment gives him 80.
Beef
There are other Civil War veterans
tlie title of colonel.
dollar iet'a not forget what our country coat and thoae who paid
Eugene Ryder, junior vice com living in this vicinity, of whom we
SALADS
SANDWICHES
the bill!
mander. served his country in the have heard but have not located. Not
HOME-MADE PIES
CAKES
16th Majne Volunteer Infantry, after being members of the Post we lose
Incidentally, of courae, we don’t want you to forget that when
ICE CREAM
ward being transferred to the 20th track of them, or do not meet them.
you have to have Boys' Clothing and Furnishings, Wa make a
61-85
Maine. He served two years, being Anyone knowing of such ami wishing
specialty of catering to them. We like boys and try to have goods
promoted* to corporal and sergeant. us to meet them, should tell it to the
| After the war spent the next 30 years adjutant of ‘the Po^t, F. S. Phil brick.
they like.
on the ocean, meeting many hard
PARENT TEACHER BULLETIN
Right now the boys are getting ready for graduation. Blue
ships of which he s-peaks but mod
estly. He is a valued member of tlie
Serge Suits are selling fast. A nice Shirt ,and Tie helps lots, too.
r /
The May issue of the Maine Par
j Post, about 86 and still mentally and
Fancy Sweaters at this time of year are big sellers. Stockings in
i physically up to the average of i>eo- ent-Teacher Bulletin lias Just been
the most beautiful patterns are nice gifts.
! pie of his age.
printed It is a 12-page publication
Henry R. Huntley, chaplain of the and contains much of interest to
We'd like you to come in and see the goods that ws have for
i Post. Miw hard and Jong military
members of tlie P. T. A. throughout
boys.
.
, service in the 14tli Maine Infantry.
; He enlisted at 16, and after the war the State. Harry C. Webber, editor
i went to sea between 30 and 40 years, of the Bath Times, is editor of this
i holding command of a number of publication and among the letters
F. L. BROWN
large sailing vessels. He is 82. and appearing in it lis one received from
,ELM STREET
THOMASTON ! holds a billet as delegate-at-large to Hawaii expressing interest in the
,P. T. movement in Maine and tell
the National Convention.
•
TEL. 37
F. S. Phil brick. Post adjutant ing of what the association there is
63-64
• and quartermaster, is able to get accomplishing.
•••

Issue

Volume 85...................Number 64

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In I
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and! Alex McGuffie. secretary of the
consolidated with the Cazette in 1882. The'
Free Press was established in 1855 and In Stonington branch of the Quarry
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These; Workers’ T’nion has the following to
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
say in the current Issue of the

IF, ••• •••

SUNDAY, JUNE 1

THREE CENTS A COPY

Thursday

MEMORIAL DAY
Bouquets 75c
Tulips $1 dozen

WILLIS AYER

Five Grand Army veterans were
guests of the Rockland Lions Club
yesterday and were cordially wel
comed by King IJon Smalley.
In
response to his remarks Col. F. S.
Philbrlck spokv for the veterans,
saying tiiat they knew a good thing
when they saw it. and declaring that
they had met with a very good re
ception. The quintet of Civil War
survivors included. Col Philbrick,
William 11. Maxey. Sr.. Eugene
Ryder. Capt. Henry It. Huntley and
Samuel (’. Rankin.
Other visitors yesterday were Rev.
Carl N. Garland of Augusta, a for
mer pastor of Pratt M'inorial M. E.
Church; and Tobias Smalley.
The absence of a portion of the
orchestra was regretted, and the
vlub’s thanks are due Arthur F.
I jamb, who responded promptly to
a request to preside at the piano.
Wartime bugle calls given by Ken
neth V. White were identified by Col.
Philbrick. who had not forgotten tlie
rhymes that accompany some of
them.
Each member donated 50 cents to
ward tlie Nashua fire relief fund.
Norman W. Lermond, curator of
the Knox Academy of Arts and Sci
ences described in outline the work
which Is being done at Knox Arbo
retum, prefacing his remarks with a
reference to the nature-loving in
stincts which had marked l wo former
Presidents. Theodore Roosevelt and
Thomas Jefferson.
Mr. Lermond described the singlehanded efforts which he had made
at Knox Arboretum (then known as
Utopia Park); how it was taken over
by Knox Academy in 1921 with its 6©
acres, to which was later added a
tract of 40 acres. This was Maine's
first sanctuary, another being added
some years later by the Stanton Bird
Club in I^ewiston.
Mr. Lemiond told of Jhe indif
ference which Legislature had shown
toward the conservation efforts, and
of the need of $5000 to complete the
museum building which is likely to
go to ruin unless the second story and
roof are put on before another winter.
Tlie sum of $900 lias already been ex
pended on it.

BAPTIST PARISH
Has Its Annual Meeting and
Raises $9700 For Coming
Year's Work
One hundred and twenty-five mem
bers of the First Baptist parish filled
the well-laden supper tables last eve
ning In the social ©xnrejses that pre
ceded the annual business meeting.
Over tliis meeting Rodney I. Thomp
son was moderator pro tern. Official
reports showed tiiat tlie society had
raised and expended during the year
$13,000, closing with ail bills paid
and a small balance on hand.
Tlie budget for the present year,
$9,70(M. was adopted. Already the
past week’s campaign had raised' this
sum within $700. which amount was
at (Once attacked in a blackboard
demonstration and subscribed from
the floor
The election of officials provided
the following:
Moderator—Clarence S. Beverage
Clerk—Charles H. Morey.
Treasurer—Joseph \V. Robinson.
Asst. Treasurer—Mrs. Lois P. Cas
sens.
Trustee. 7 years—Mrs. H. I. Hix.
Finance, 5 years—Fred A. Carter.
Music committee—V. A.’ Leach. Mrs.
Nellie Magune. Mrs. Abbie Hanscom.
Collectors—R. S. Sherman. Mrs. F.
M. Ulmer.
Nominating committee — Osmond
Palmer, Eleanor Griffith, Mrs. Hope
Brewster.
Sexton—Ralph O. Stickney.
Ushers—Millard Hart, Morris R.
Snow. Crosby Ludwiek. Earle Bickmore, Kenneth Hooper. O. M. Lawry,
Fletcher Brown. Foster Fifield. Don
ald Haskell. Paul Merriam, Everett
Davis, Luther Bickmore, Charles
Cross. Charles Blaisdell, Nelson
Rokes, Richard Snow. Everett Fro
hock.
It W’as voted to invite the State
Christian Endeavor Society to hold
its annual convention in Rockland
next October.
“MA” WILL RUN AGAIN

Miriam A Ferguson, only woman
to serve as chief executive of Texas,
was thrust into another campaign
for the Governorship when the State
Supreme court ruled that her hus
band, former Governor James E.
Ferguson, was ineligible to hold
office. Barred from running himself
from the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination.
Ferguson
announced
that “Ma” Ferguson would be a can
didate in his stead.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
OUR COUNTRY

Uur Country! whose eagle exults as lie flies
lit Ihe splendor of noonday broad-breasting
Ihe skies.
Thai from ocean to ocean Ihe 1>and overblown
B\ the winds and the shadows is Liberty's

own—

We hall thee! we crown thee! To cast and to
west
God keep thee the purest, the noblest, the best.
While all thy domain with a people IHe Alls
As free as thy winds ami as firm as thy hills.

Our Country! bright region of plenty and
peace.
Where the homeless And refuge, the burdened
release.
Where Manhood is king, and the stars as they
roll
Whisper courage ami hope to the lowliest
soul—
We hail theewe crown thee! To east and to
west
God keep thee the purest, the noblest, the best,
Millie all thy domain with a people He Alls
As free as thy winds, and as firm as thy hills’
Our Country ! whose story the angels record—
Fair dawn of that glorious day of the Lord
When men shall he brothers, and love, like
the sun.
Illumine the earth till tlie nations are one—
We hail thee! wc crown thee! To east and to
west
God keep thee the purest, the noblest, the best,
Millie all thy domain with a people He fills
As free as thy winds and as firm as thy hills!
Edna Dean U‘rortor.
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The Courier-Gazette
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Rockland. Me.. May 2a. limit.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyildle. who
on oath declared that he is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of May 27, ltldll, there was
printed a total of 6325 copies.
Before me,
FRANK II. MILLER.
Notary Public.

GEORGE KALER MAYO

George Kaler Mayo, whose death,
following a period of declining health,
took place at the Masonic street home
Tuesday morning, was born in this
city June 29, 1862, a son of the late
Bben Burnham Mayo, who married
Sarah Louise Wood. Nov. 12. 1835.
The family was prominent in the
earlier social and business life of t'he
city, the firm of Mayo & Kaler carry
ing on dry goods at corner of Main
and School streets, the deceased
being a namesake of the junior mem
ber of the firm.
His first business connection was
with his brother Walter E. Mayo and
Charles A. Rose, the firm of Mayo.
Hose & Mayo, engaged in the clothing business, occupying the premises
now used by the Rockland National
Bank. Later he was by himself under
the style of G. K. Mayo & Son, re
maining in the same line of trade on
Main street at the foot of Limerock.
until the close of the late war, when
he retired from active business on
the street.
To the qualities of friendliness and
a kindly heart Mr. Mayo added a
love of horses, of which he was a
recognized judge and always drove
a good one. So strong was his at tachment here that the automobile
had for him no attraction. He re
fused to surrender to that modern
form of travel and his horse and
buggy remained a familiar sight on
the street. And usually occupying
the seat with him were one or more
children, of whom Mr. Mayo was a
greater lover and the little folks knew
him for their friend. Mr. Mayo last
year became through baptism a mem
ber of the First Baptist Church, with
which his parents had been actively
associated, and he was a steadfast
attendant upon and liberal financial
supporter of its activities.
Mr. Mayo was married Sept. 6,
1883 to Monira I). Fisk, a daughter
of the late Capt. antKMrs. Moses 11.
Fisk, who with the son Harrington
F. Mayo survives him. Funeral serv
ices will be held at the Masonic street
home Friday at 10 o'clock in the
forenoon. Rev. J. C. MacDonald
officiating. The hearers will be O. F
Hills. Raymond Healey, C. H. Morey
and Clarence E. Barnard, and inter
ment will be in Achorn cemetery.

SPORTING CIRCLES

HARNESS RACERS

"ON MY SET”

Thomaston Continues Win Malcolm, Perkins, Stratton.
ning Streak — Big Game
Et Als, Have Good Ones
Comes Saturday
in Training

With the racing season fast ap
proaching harness horse activities in
this section are humming, says the |
Honor the Lord with thy substance
Kennebec Journal.
and with the first fruits of all thine
The locally owned mare. Sister
increase.—Proverbs 3:9
Azoff, with a three year old record
of 2.1214 is training to order, an 1
as she kn< ws nothing but trot, should
make trouble in the 2.23 class. She is
by Azoff, out of the Baron Wilkes
mare. Sister Alice 2.10%, dam of
Sister Bing, 2.06*4 and five others
in the list.
Warren Malcolm of Augusta and
Charles Towle of Winthrop have
three4 head with Billy Nelson at
Lewiston headed by the pacer.
ON MEMORIAL DAY
Peter Azoff, which took a record a*
Skowhegan of 2.07%. The trotter
Myrtle Worthy looks fit, and the
' Tomorrow for the fifty-ninth time
newly acquired four year old pacer,
our community is to celebrate the
Moko McKlyo, will he ready. This
National Memorial Day. The origin
o<dt took a three year old mark over
of the holiday, as we all know, takes
the Bay State Circuit last year of
• • « •
back to the period following the
I At Community Park Saturday aft 2.15*4, and went some good races
against the top-liners. “Al” Hall has
Civil War. In this year's exercises
ernoon, the crucial game of the Knox shipped his handsome chestnut pacer,
and Lincoln League, Rockland High Dr. N’ervolo, to Lewiston for training.
only the barest remnant of the sur
vs. Thomaston High. Victory for1 Waterville has its quota of speed
vivors of those momentous days will
Thomaston practically cinches the! with Fred Perkins of Augusta leading
be seen. The places they once filled
cup for that team; defeat puts Rock with six head. These include the
in the parade are now taken by the
land again in the running.
bay horse l>on Amazio 4, by Dobson,
young men who came out of the war
and two full sisters to him. This is*
with Spain and the catastrophic war
STRAND THEATRE
a good? old fashioned State of Maine
Gary Cooper, recently seen as the breeding, tracing hack to Bingen.
between the nations, so close to us in
breezy, two-gun hero of “The Vir Fred also has three colts, twp by
point of time that echoes of it have
ginian," is cast in a similar role in Dandy the Great, which he is educat
not yet altogether died. It is a good
the romantic-melodrama. “The Tex ing.
thing through the medium of this
"Del” Stratton is jogging three
' an," which will be shown Friday and
Saturday. Based on t-he famous O. head. His old stand-by Margaret
day to pay tribute to the memory
Henry story, "A Double-Dyed De Wilkes looks and acts like she was
of the young men whose lives were
ceiver," this picture is endowed with ready to go. In the same stable is
sacrificed for the perpetuation of
vivid action, dreamy romance and the a 14g colt bred “in the purple.** This
national freedom and the rights of
typical O. Henry surprise twist, add- I is the hay pacer Comet Harvester, by
Harvester 2.011 out of the world's
man.
j ing a vital punch to the really thrill- [
ing climax.
champion pacer, Miss Harris ' M
|
“Pluto" is the name announced
’ In "The Texan" Cooper is cast as ' 1.58%.
the Llano Kid. a quick-on-the-draw. j A Waterville syndicate is backing
for the new planet recently added to
1 likeable cowboy who finds unexpected the roan mare Lucille Scott, which
Hie well-known group of eight
adventure and love in the far flung i after a rather disappointing cam
pampas of South America. Imper paign last season has been shifted
celestial bodies that spend their time
sonating the runaway son of a weal to the pace, and gives promise of
in circling about the sun. While to
thy Spanish senora. the Kid plans to making another of the good Peter
astronomers the discovery of this
work himself into the good graces of Scott pacers.
planet was an occasion of high
his “mother” and then under cover
Several large stables are training
THE MAY LAW TERM
of night, steal away with the family in other sections preparatory to rac
moment, the average citizen does
gold. But two things stand in his ing in Maine, prominent among
not find himself greatly moved by Knox County Has Five Cases In
way. One is his love for the beauti them being the Jack Kingsley stabh
Order
For
Hearing
At
Augusta
the belated revelation of its person
ful Consuelo, a distant cousin of the at Topsfield. Mass. The star. Bei:
Session
ality.
“Pluto,” he argues, is so
senora with whom he falls in love. Abbe 1.59*4 is training well with a
The May term of Law Court con The other is the startling discovery mile around 2.15, but due to the lack
remote, so outside the activities with
vened in Augusta Tuesday, imme he makes revealing that it was he of interest here in fast paces will
which his daily life is concerned, that diately after which it was adjourned I
who killed the senora’s real son in a probably be obliged to race through
he is forced to let it go on revolving by Chief Justice William R. Pat- gun fight in Texas. Packed with dra the Bay State circuit.
tangall
of
Augusta
for
one
week
matic interest that builds up in con
without comment.
A citizen of
The following cases are on the vincing fashion through one unusual
STUDENTS COMPETED
Rockland might find it difficult to
docket for consideration from Knox and fascinating scene after the other,
associate his home town with the County:
The State High School shorthand
and finally culminating in a real O.
planet, but it has been done by an
Lucy Farnsworth vs. the Security : Henry surprise climax, “The Texan” and typewriting contest held in Ban
Trust
Company;
exceptions
by
deI
emerges as one of the most interest- gor resulted in Lewiston winning the
ingenious writer in that weekly New
York publication, “Time," who in a fendant; G. B. Butler, Elisha W. 1 Irg and distinctive pictures of the Maine School of Commerce cups
Pike; Alan lx Bird.
year
with 11 points to their credit. Vir
review of the discovery points out:
Mrs. R. L. Bean vs. Mark W.
Fay Wray as the beautiful Consuelo ginia Moran of Brewer won first
“The immensity of the solar sys Ingraham and J. W. Ingraham; on Interprets ;he most important role place in the shorthand contest with
tem can be grasped by considering report: Frank A . Tirreli; Job H. she has yet had on the talking screen. a rank of 99 1-3 words and Louise
Augusta. Me., as the sun and Sacra Montgomery.
—ad v.
Tr< mble of Bangor took second place
mento. Calif.. 2663 air miles away, as
William Moore vs. ‘Ollie C. Gad- ,
with a rank of 99. Winners of the
the New Planet. Earth would then dett. apellant; motion for new trial
three classes in the typewriting con
PARK THEATRE
circle through Portland Me.. Mercu'y by defendant; Smalley; Tirreli, S.
The moral of “Clancy in Wail test were Louise Tremble of Bangor
through Wiscasset, Venus throng1' A. Paul. '
Street."
Charles Murray's latest in Class A. Lucienne Bedard of Lew
Rockland. Mars through Bar Har
'Henry M. deRochemont vs. tho
iston in Class B, and Lindyn Fletcher
bor, Jupiter through r.ridgeport. Camden & Rockland Water Co.; on comedy, seems to he that the hulls, of Augusta in Class C. Knox Coun
bears and lambs of the stock market
Conn., Saturn through Annapolis. report; Smalley; Bird.
are ail jackasses in the long run. ty students competed.
Md„ Uranus through Nashville.
Esther L. Crockett vs. Ethel R.
Tenn.. 'Neptune' through Oklahoma Ilorgerson; on report. Pike; W. H. Of course, it may he that Producer
Edward Small had no moral in mind
Butler, Tirreli.
City."
when he made the picture, but that
doesn't matter: the moral seems to
The Boston Herald announces an
A SLIGHT IMPROVEMENT
be there just the same. You can
informal competition in which build
learn a lot about Wall Street—and
Is Shown In Country’s Industrial ! other things—from “Clancy in Wall
ings in the four Northern New Eng- j
Activities, According To Federal Street.” Tou can learn, for example,
land states will be judged with refer
Reserve Board.
,
about buying stocks. pianos, and
ence to their architectural beauty,
A slight increase in industrial babies—bn margin. And you can
combined with utility in respect to activity in April over that of March also learn—well, perhaps, you'd bet
the community which they serve. was described Saturday bj' the fed ter see it for yourself. “Clancy in :
eral reserve board in its monthly Wall Street’’ will be shown at the j
Says the Herald; i
review of general business and Park Theatre Friday and Saturday.—
Any building in a good state of financial conditions.
adv.
preservation may be entered, and a
The board found that factory em
distinguished board of (judges will ployment declined by the usual sea
It appears that the United States
determine how it. in comparison with sonal amount while factory payrolls
others, fulfils its purpose, with due showed a smaller reduction than hurried the signing of that peace
pact in order to get busy building
consideration of use. beauty, clima.ic usual.
hthose
new
cruisers.—Norfolk
conditions
historical background,
Wholesale prices, the board said,
and other surrounding factors. In continued to decline in April and Ledger-Dispatch.
this way it is hoped that one build the first half of May while there was
ing, in each «jf the four states. Maine. a further easing of open market
New
Hampshire,
Vermont
and money rates.
Massachusetts can be Selected as
In the basic industries, April pro
representative of the best architec duction was slightly larger than in
Fitting
ture of that state.
March and the board's index, which,
We shall exited to seo the iWilliam makes allowance for the usual sea
Bok Home For Nurses entered in this sonal changes, showed an increase
competition. As an example of tlte of about 2 percent, offsetting part of
the decrease in March.
best in colonial architecture and its
perfect adaptation to intended use we
POSTAL CLERKS MEET
’T’HE picture shows how
should look to see nothing in Maine
Wilbur Coon Shoes
surpassing this building of which the Annual Convention Is To Be Held in
are fitted for length, in
Bangor—The 44-Hour Week
people of Knox County are so justly
step, width, waist, heel.
George Edward Quimby of Man
proud.
Naturally they fit every
chester. N. H , will be speaker at the
where.
Special Meas
annual convention of Maine postoffice
The story of General Berry, told clerks to lie held in Bangor tomorrow.
urements give ease
upon another page, falls naturally in Mr. Quimby, who is vice president in
where needed,
Foot■with the week’s anniversary that charge of the first district, compris
pains vanish.
takes its rise out of the historical ing the New England states, is a tal
ented speaker and has a message of
Comfort, ves, but lovely
period in which this Rockland citizen interest to every postal clerk.
style as well. And style
made such a gallant figure.
To
The business meeting will start at
for everybody, in sizes 1
older readers the story is familiar, 11.30 a. m. standard time, in one of
to 12, AAAA to EEE.
the rooms at the Federal building.
but there is a younger generation
This will be followed at 1 o’clock by
Arch firmly supported.
whose attention may profitably be a lobster dinner at the Penobscot
Heels don’t slip.
See
turned to t'he consideration of the Exchange.
these shoes.
Large
delegations
are
expected
lives and achievements of men of
from Augusta. Farmington and Port
those earlier days whose deeds land.
brought honor to this region. In the
An important topic to be discussed
310 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
gouth the memory of men who won is the 44-hour week so much desired
distinction in the Civil War is kept by postofflee clerks. At present there
is no law which grants Saturday time
elive with a fervor of devotion ! iff, although Postmaster General
scarcely to be estimated. Here in the Brown has 'instructed 'postmasters,
North we should with no Jess stead when feasible, to allow clerks time off
fastness pay tribute to those whose on Saturday. Through the efficient
management of Postmaster Holden,
patriotism and sacrifices preserved the Bangor clerks have enjoyed this
our country against division.
privilege for the past six years.
Thcmaston 13, Vinalhaven 4

Thomaston High playing Vinalhaven Highon the Thomaston grounds
yesterday scored four runs in the
first inning and needed but one more
to win that game. That run came,
in the third inning, and was followed
by eight superfluous tallies. Vinal- I
I liaven scored two runs in the fourth
and ope each in the seventh and ninth
innings.
Felt of Thomaston and
I White of Vinalhaven were uppermost
in the swatfest . Score by innings:
Thomaston
40104022 x—13
Vinalhaven
00020010 1— 4
Hits, Thomaston 16, Vinalhaven 10.
Errors. Thomaston 5. Vinalhaven 1.
j Batteries. Shields. Middleton and
White; Walker, Feyler and Libby.
• • • •
Rockland High was scheduled to I
play in Newcastle yesterday, bu; the
game was cancelled on account of the
weather and wet grounds.

Perfect

Playing a group of light clas
sics on a $25,000 Stradivarius
violin, Harry Braun, 20-yearId violinist, one of the young
est “finds” of Leopold Auer,
celebrated teacher, and a protege
of Lieut. Gov. Lehman of New
York, will make his air debut.,
tonight with Rudy Vallee over
Connecticut Yankees
on the
Fleischmann Hour.

Mario Chamlee, great Ameri
can tenor, who is guest artist on
the “At the Sign of the Green
White’ period over WNAC to
morrow evening at 10 o’clock
served with the 306th Field Ar
tillery overseas during the World
War and entertained throughout
France wherever his buddies were
biletted. One of his solos to
morrow night will be ‘‘The Ameri
cans Come,” written by Fay
Foster as a war ballad and dedi
cated to the soldiers and sailors
of the A.EF. Mr. Chamlee se
lected the song as a fitting tribute
to the American dead for the Me
morial program.

Those who tuned in last night
and
got
satisfactory
results
must have been granted a special
dispensation.
The static was
worst for weeks.
Fair and cool for Memorial Day.
President Hoover', address at
Gettysburg tomorrow will be
broadcast.

Sonnenberg won from Wagner
in last night’s wrestling match.
SCOTTA'S SMART ANGLERS

The fishing contest in Damariscotta
closed Saturday night. Only three
landlocked salmon were caught dur
ing the contest, but late Saturday
afternoon Fred Roberts caught one
at Bessuy Lake which weighed six
pounds and four ounces. Almore
Eugley, came second with a two
pound seven ounce salmon.
The
largest laker weighing three pounds
nine ounces was brought in by Verne
Batteese. He gets two prizes, a self
evening reel by Wickstrom & French
and a pair of hip boots by Bryant
C. Wade. The second largest laker
was brought in by Douglass Merrill
and weighed three ponnds and one
ounce. Clyde Strong who caught the
fish presented it to President Hoover.
A total of 13 lake trout were caught.

Every-Other-Day

PORT CLYDE
Mrs Alice Marshall of South Hiram
is visiting friends and relatives inI
this plaPe.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Fowles of I
Augusta spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Hopkins.
Mrs. Ada 'Brennen is visiting in
Vinalhaven.
x
Mrs. Ada Ingerson of Attleboro,
Mass,, is a guest of Mrs. Addie
Marshall.
There are several new cases of
measles here.
Elvin Stone who has been very ill
with measles is recovering slowly.
Freeland Thompson lias moved his
family into their new home recently
bought of William Brennen.
Mrs Nora Clark is at Tenant’s
Harbor for the summer.

BURPEE’S

SATURDAY SPECIAL
At 9.00 A. M. SATURDAY, MAY 31, We Place
On Sale Twenty-five

MAHOGANY FINISHED END TABLES
A handsome table well made
and finished. Half round
top size 10x21.

UNION

UT

The school children will gather
the monument on the Common at
o’clock Memorial Day and march to
the cemetery o decorate the soldiers’
grave.
•
Mrs. Frank Whitten cf Belfast was
tlte guest of Mrs. Abbie Meservey
last week.
• The (young son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Gleason has been named j
Richard Morton Gleason.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence .Williams
?ntertained a party of friends Mon
day evening at their home.
Mrs. Carrie Abbott and Mrs. Ma
rion Alden gave a supper and bridge
party Monday at the home of Mrs.
Abbott.
Memorial Day exercises will be
held in Town hall Friday evening
Everyone should attend and enjoy
he splendid program as arranged
Music will be furnished by Marsh's
irehestra assisted by Chester Wyllle
»nd George F. Wilson. soloists The
address will be given by Ralph
Hayden and the motion picture “Ola
Glory" will be shown.

89c

each

Only twenty-five so be on hand at 9.00 A. M.

FREE FROM HAY FEVER
Regions Frcm Which Ragweed and
Other
Obnoxious
Plants
Are
Eliminated.

The elimination of rag wood and
other obnoxious plants that their
localities might be recommended as
regions where hay fever sufferers
may obtain relief (was suggested by
Dr. C. F. Kendall, commissioner of
Public Health, to tile chairman of
board of selectmen of seven com
munities.
Letters were sent to Boothbay Har’■•>r, Eoothbay, Southport. Rangeley,
Greenville, Monhegan Plantation ano
Rangeley Plantation, Dr. Kendall
said. The health Commissioner said
that many requests conte from per-•>ns outside the State asking if there
are regions in Maine where they can
be free from hay fever in the sum
mer. The above resorts have been
utilized for this purpose in years
past, he said.

CHARMING BREAKFAST SUITE!
AU 5 Pieces Included! Saturday Special!

This Saturday Special is much underpriced! Its
sturdiness and extra good looks are comparable
to those of much higher priced suites! Graceful
double drop-leaf table and 4 Wind
sor type chairs with fancy turned
rungs! Green and orange or grey
and blue finishes!

$1998

CERTIFICATES AWARDED
Local Group Given Jollification After

The Independent Coal Co. an
Winter', Hard Work In Red Cross
nounces the arrival of a cargo of
Course
extra fine Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre
coal which is now ready for deliv
A pleasant conclusion to a winter’s
ery.—adv.
hard work was • held Tuesday night
when certificates were presented to
the group which has completed the
Red Cross course in home hygiene.
The presentation was made by Mrs.
Lena Knowlton of Augusta, national
representative of the Red Cross.
Those receiving certificates were Mrs.
Mildred .Richardson, Mrs. Agnes
Harding, Mrs. Sadie Stimpson. Mrs.
Florence Lovejoy, Mrs. Rose Halligan,
Mrs. Florence Hassen, Mrs. Minnie
Small, Mrs. Grace Ludwig, Mrs.
Christine Whitney and Miss Margaret
Nutt. Several others are yet to take
the examinatibns. The Social end of
the evening was in the hands of the
local Red Cross with Mrs. Maud
IBlodgett as chairman.
Luncheon
was served in the new recreation
rooms of the Central Maine Power
Co. and was prepared under the
capable direction of Mrs. Florence
Ellis. Miss Eliza Steele, popular Red
Cross Nurse who has taught the class
was accorded a special bit of appre
ciation by the class.

This Way

L. E. Blackington

Chisholm’s Spa

SPECIALS
in FOOTWEAR
Children’s Rubbers
Odd Sizes

50c
BOYS’ and YOUTHS’

Sneakers
98c

NORTH HAVEN
Memorial Day exercises will be
held as usual. At 10 o’clock the chil
dren <oT the schools will meet at
Library hall. At 2 o’clock exercises
will he held in the church with an
address “Monuments To Our 'Soldier
Dead'* by Rev. H. F. Huse.

Sport Oxfords
2*/2 to 7 ladies’ sizes

THE DEAD APPLE TREE

[For The Courier-Gazette]
Skeleton, thou, of what was once
A living, fruitful tree.
Of golden glowing apples, sight
Most beautiful to aee :
But now with trunk and branches scarred.
Blackened and burnt by sun.
With bark peeled off and limbs forlorn,
Art thing for eyes to shun.

$3.95, $5.00
Seven Styles on
MEN’S

No more In spring thy blossoms white
Delight the artist's eye.
One looks at AJiee a shorn, dead tree,
With sadness and with sigh.
No leafy branches spread their shade.
Nor foliage Is seen.
Though summer smiles with beauty rare.
And earth around is green.
In thee no birds now build their nests,
Nor on thy tree-top slug:
The song of mothethood ami joy.
When comes the gladsome spring.
One waits no more thy autumn time,
For apples there are none:
Barren thou art and cursed art thou.
Thy harvest days are done.
Thou standesf out against the sky,
A spectre of the dead,
Reminder of that fateful end.
That all men fear and dread.
Let come the woodman's axe and blows,
Thou cuniberest the ground .
Instead of cheer thou spreadest gloom
O’er all the landscape round.
(Henry Felton Zluse
North Eaveu

Sport Oxfords
•4, $5, $6, $8.50

McLAIN SHOE STORE
Wa/fe-Ouer Sign

Rockland

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 29—Knox County W. C. T. U. meets
at First Baptist Church, Roi’kland.
June 1- No Accident drive begins at Thom
aston cement plant.
June 2—Monthly meeting of City Govern
ment.
„ .
June 3—Trial of Cruiser Houston on Rock
land course.
.
June 3—Seventh annual campaign of Hie
Rockland Community Chest.

E. B. Sansom of the Postoffice
force goes out next week on a vaca
tion of nine days.
The sun burst through the clouds
in a sheepisli sort of way yesterday
at Intervals, but it wasn’t exactly
good hay weather.

, Page Three T

BE AT HOME
That Is the Day the Community Chest Workers
Knock At the Door—$13,000 the Goal

Next Tuesday the teams represent- cation of time, money and
The Red Cross wiii conduct a wel'
by a series ot cam
baby clinic at 'Knox .Hospital Mon ing Rockland’s Community Chest ’ necessitated
will canvass the city in the annual ; palgns and 'there is no question but
June 4—Commencement exercises of Knox day afternoon from 2.30 to 4 o'clock.
campaign for funds. The one day that the executives work better freed
A physician will be in attendance.
Hospital School of Nursing.
June 7—Knox I’omona Grange meets with
plan will be used with teams large‘from financial obligations. The Chest
Ocean View Grange, Martinsville.
George Wood, locll manager of the enough to cover the entire area. A is a corporation, officered by local
June 9—Annual meeting of Vnlversallst
Penobscot Bay Gil Co., has leased mass meeting will be held in Temple men who serve without pay.
Parish.
June 13-14—Convention of 41st District, the
Samuel Rubenstein house on hall Monday night and on Tuesday! The budget Is $13,009 and this sum
Lions International, at the Samoset.
Rockland
street and will move from breakfast, dinner and lunch will be: means that everybody must cooperJune 14—Limerock Pomona Grange meets
28 Warren street shortly after served to the workers at the same ] ate. In the early days the Chest was
with Pleasant Itlver Grange. Vinalhaven.
June 23--Chlldren's d’laygrouriil opens.
P'acesupported by large contributions and
June 1st.
-----------------------This is the seventh time the Chest a few hundred smaller ones. G/aduWell, anyhow, the drouth is broken.
George E. Gilchrist who has been has come before the people asking for ally through death and removal front
with the Standard Gil Co. local plant support and endorsement /of Its work this section (hose large contributions
has been transferred to Brunswick and that work has been of a high |hove ceased and their place has been
The Public Library is to be closed
where lie has charge of that office. order, ft ig the function of the Chest filled with a constantly growing numall day ..Memorial Day.
Mrs. Gilchrist plahs to join him the to raise the funds for the support of her of small contributors. Now the
the local social charities and dispense Chest Is a project supported by all
middle or latter part of June.
them to the participating organiza- the people and merchants. The sumThe Veteran Firemen have a spe
| mer folk naturally do not appear to
cial dance in Snow’s hall tonight.
Miss Ulllan Gray of Camden who tlons.
The plan as carried through has any marked extent because the Chest
has been attending Rockland Com
been uniformly successful and the' j» entirely a local proposition but
The cruiser Milwaukee, ordered mercial College has a position with results have fulfilled the hopes of the ’ many show thefir sympathy for the
here for Memorial Day, arrived this the Palmer Coal Co. of that town. founders of t.he Chest. The single; movement by comfortable rememMiss Lora McGaffey of Thomaston, a
morning at 9.30.
graduate. Js employed in the office campalgn has eliminated the dup'.l- i branees.
Sale
Were
Prizewinners at Carr's alleys last department of Senter Crane Co.
Ex-Mtyor Carver is now’ occupying
J. L. Clark of Holmes street is the
Green
Tweed,
size
20,
week were: Abbott, 138: L. SnMtll,
$24.50
$12.25
H. L. Grinnell and family of Union his former home on Fulton street.
new steward at the Community
130; Graham and Lindsey, 123;
Orchid Tweed, size 14,
were visitors in the City Tuesday.
24.50
12.25
Yaelxt Club. He is n. former yachts
Fuller, 121.
Mr.
Grinnell,
who
has
been
a
valued
John L. Thomas 'has forsaken the man and all around man.
Blue
Tweed, size 16,
—
i(
24.50
12.25
official of the North IKnox Agricul Star bowling alleys for a few days
The regular meeting of Edwin
7
an
Basket
Weave,
size
20,
tural & Horticultural Society for while having /mother try for salmon
14.95
7.50
Lawrence Tibbett, the greatest
Libby ltellef Corps will take place
many years, told of improvements at Bangor Pool.
Blue Tweed, size 18,
personality yet presented on the
24.50
12.25
tonight with Initiation. All officers are
being made at the fair grounds
screen, will be featured at the Strand
asked to be present
Tan Basket Weave, size 18,
24.50
12.25
The official opening of the summer Theatre Monday and Tuesday In
As ,a special May Day project, the social seasotj of the Country Club “The Rogue Song."
lan
Tweed,
size
38,
.
24.50
12.25
Erne/st Murphy and James II.
Red Cross conducted a pre-school will take place Thursday, June 5. A
Emery left Monday for City Island.
Tan
Covet,
size
36,
24.50
12.25
dental clinic, with Its regular clinic chicken dinner wil 1 be served to
Special Officer Fred E. ][ Achorn !
N. ‘Y., where tliey expect to find em
dentist. Dr. Emery Howard in charge. members and guests. In the evening begins next Monday his dtfiies as
Tan
Kasha,
size
42,
29.50
15.00
ployment as yachtsmen.
Twenty-one children who are to enter bridge will be played.
relief patrolman.
Special Officer
Blue
Covet,
size
40,
24.50
12-25
Charles H. Emery has taken up
Ralph C. Wentworth has leased the school In September attended Each
child was given a dental examina
A
car
owned
Iby
the
Rockland
Navy
Twill,
size
16,
29.50
farming,
for
the
time
being.
15.00
house on Broadway, formerly occu
pied by J. IH. Brubaker, and expects tion, including prophylaxis. fillings Garage was left parked at the foot
Blue Tweed, size 40,
24.50
12.50
and extractions when neceas.uy.
of Summer street this morning, but
The annual convention of the Knox
to occupy it -shortly pfter June 15.
Black and White Covet, size 42, 24.50
got the spring fever inv
County W.C.T.IT. is in 'progress at
12.25
Rockland Commercial College is to anil started across the so
the First Baptist Church ns this paper
The
baccalaureate
sermon at
Tan
Tweed,
size
18,
24.50
12.25
goes to press, and at ail of the ses
Newton Theological Institution will hold a banquet at the Thorndike it crashed into the car own
Hotel Tuesday evening, June 10, Corice Thomas. /Tile latn
Blue
Covet,
size
18,
24.50
12.25
sions
the
public
is
welcome.
The
na

be preached next Sunday by the
when the presentation of diplomas was damaged somewhat.
tional lecturer. Mrs. Jeannette Mann,
president. Dr. Everett C. Herrick.
Black
and
White
Covet,
size
14,
29.50
15.00
and certificates will (be made to the
addresses the mass meeting at 8
graduating
students.
The
banquet
is
Tan
Tweed,
size
19,
14.95
Harbor
View
Tea
Room
located
at
7.50
o’clock tonight, and she is described
G. W. Bachelder, boxing promoter,
Gotham
is arranging several sparring bouts being open to former students and 158 Camden street will open tomor- by press, pulpit and W.C.T.U. lead
graduates of the school together with iow with a specal chicken and lobster ers as “a wonderfully gifted speak
for Oakland Park June 24 when
Camden Commandery entertains the friends, and already more than 75 dinner. Many improvements will lie er.” "scholarly and impressive,"
This latest hose is a crepe
have registered their intent to at noticed by patrons at this popular "eloquent and attractive,” "exceed
Bangor Commandery.
weave dull finish which gives
tend.
All registrations must be resort. The proprietor, Mrs. Ida I,. ingly well informed.” "winning and
First Showing, New Styles
silk stockings
the much desired slim effect.
arranged with Mrs. Sargent not later Chase, is still maintaining the ad convincing,” etc., etc.
Regarding the public drinking
Gotham Gold Stripe Dull Fin
vertised motto-—“service and satis
Some particularly fine coats for
glass as a menace the 116 Liggett than June 1st.
ish only at Senter Crane’s.
faction.”
There will be a baseball attraction
stores In New England have decided
as low as 10.50 with the new
Some cartoonist, whose first and
in this city tolnorrow afternoon, hut
• to continue the use of paper cups At
Airplane rides at a penny a pound the game will not begin until 4
last names are two dark secrets, has
princess
lines.
their soda fountains.
added to the igayety of nations by will lie available Sunday at the Cur o’clock, ample time being given for
Also New Navy and Black Silk
affixing a likeness of Lieut. Cush tiss flying field. The big Travelaire the Memorial Day exercises. The
Talks on Civil Service are broad
W?itch the Automatic White Elephant Table!
man to the walls of the iState (Police will do the work and it is a bone fide
Coats. Make your own ensemble
cast weekly from Station IWNAC headquarters at the corner of Main offer by the Curtiss Flying Service. Rockland locals, augmented by col
lege players home for the holiday,
Tuesdays at 2 p. Im., from WCSH and James streets. 'Undimmed head A person weighing 125 pounds may
Sizes I 4 to 20
Goods
on
this
table
reduced
weekly
until
sold
will have Wotton and Knight for a
Wednesdays at 6.20 ip. m„ and from lights are not nearly as confusing as
ride for a dollar and a quarter; the ] battery and Coach Heal will he seen
WLBZ Tuesdays at 1.20 p. m.
...
some of the other distractions which unfortunate weighing 225 with have in action. The opposing team will
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
the popular lieutenant has to face. to pay $2.25, etc.
he the Thomaston locals, and Capt.
The annual business meeting of Cush” has offered a liberal reward
Sawyer will have a strong team.
the Vnlversallst parish is scheduled for information leading to the capture
C. Churchill ,Wahle has returned The game is expected to pave the
for June 9. preceded by supper. Re
to New York from a J0-days’ fishing way for a twilight league, made pos
of the culprit artist.
ROCKLAND
ports ot the various organizations
trip at Grand Lake Stream in Maine. sible by daylight saving.
will be heard and the officials
FIRE
ALARM
Charles iW. feCalloeh. a former Twenty-five men from New York.
elected.
Rockland boy, has recently been the Washington and Boston composing
E. A. Stover, who, in the capacity
The new districts and numbers.
recipient of signal honors, having the Whitney |Cove Club enjoy a of sports editor and general reporter,
Fre4 R. 'Walton, supervisor for this been appointed European agent for similar expedition every May. Mr.
helps make the Bath Daily Times a
23— Broadway west to Oliver street.
census district, will he a candidate the American Export Lines of New Wahle had kindly thoughts of .Rock
breezy a fid interesting newspaper,
24— Grace west to Broad.
for membership In the next Exeiru» York, with offices nt Genoa, Italy. land. hut was hardly close enough to
called upon the editorial staff of The
tive Council, it is said. The preset Mr. Kalloch's new positiop carries pay a visit at this time.
26—Oliver west to West Meadow.
Courier-Gazette
yesterday
afternoon.
member from that district is a for the title ot general manager. Until,
28—Crescent and Thomaston to Me
Mr.
Stover
has
visited
Rockland
in
mer Rockland man, Rev. Charles few. the recent transfer. Mr. Kalloch had
A special meeting of the City the capacity of a baseball and foot chanic.
Cummings.
charge of the company’s offices In Government was held Tuesday after ball player and basketball referee,
32—Purchase West to Orange.
.-----Alexandria. Egypt. His new position noon to discuss two v’xlng topics. and has made good in all three lines,
39—All west of Broadway to
The holiday period in the local has charge of all /the /concern’s ship Gne was the proposition of unpaid
so that it follow’s naturally that he Pleasant.
theatres finds these attractions’: ping activity in Southern Europe.
taxes, and 'though it wds argued is giving the Times a highly enter
41—Pleasant and Park and all west 1
Strand—today, Viltna Banky in “A
upon at considerable length no taining sporting column. He recently of pridge.
Lady To Love;” Memorial Day and
The Quarter Century Traveling delinite conclusion war a/rivej at scored a most commendable beat by
56— No. Main and Maverick to Old
Saturday, Gary Cooper, in "’tile Men's Association Is to hold its an- Tlie other problem was what to dc
obtaining an interview with the New- County Road.
Texan:’’ Park—Today, Betty Comp- hu'al meeting with banquet at the with the now-you-sce-ems. now- York financier. J. Pierpont Morgan,
57— Old County Road to Juniper
son and Monte Blue in "Isle of Moulton House, In Dunstan. June 13. you-don’t-ems. otherwise known as
whose yacht Corsair was just being Hill.
Escape;” .Memorial Day and Satur Membership in this organization is the traffic lights, which were re completed there.
58— Lake Avenue to Rockville town
day. Charles Murray in "Clancy in open to commercial travelers who cently extracted by the Central
line.
Wail Street."
have done business in Maine for_25 Maine l’owcr Company's dentists.
The big school game of the season
59— All north of Waldo Avenue to
years or more.
/The club was Supt. II. R Blodgett offered them to will take place at Community Park Glen street.
f-Sson, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. Blood organized in 1998 and has had and the city on a rental basis, the electric Saturday afternoon, at 2.30, when
Instructions—If a fire develops in
of Lelfast, recently won a silva-r continues to have in its list many company to service them, and it was Rockland High meets Thomaston your neighborhood simply telephone J
medal from the UnlerwooJ Type Well-known |men. Of its surviving left witli Mayor Richardson ,to decide High, for the crucial contest in the “Fire Station—Emergency” and tell
writer Company for typewriting at list of presidents Fred W. Wight of whether the city should lease or buy Knox and Lincoln league. If Thom the location, exactly, of the blaze, the
the net speed of .50 words a minute Rockland stands next to the oldest, outright. Millard S. Richardson was aston wins “Styvie” will be hunting crew will do the rest.
In a 15-minute speed test at Bay he having occupied that office In appointed special policeman for the up another niche for the silver cup;
• • • •
Path Institute Springfield. Mass,
Curtiss-Wright flying field.
if Rockland wins Coach Heal's boys
The present boxes and locations:
1815.
where he is a member of the grad
will still have a good look-in for the 25 Main Street, Corner Limerock
noting class in the Normal depart
championship. The Rockland-Thom 27 Pacific and Mechanic streets,
The last meeting of Golden Rod
metit.
aston game in Thomaston resulted in
Chapter was a banner event, with
near Snow’s Store
a 4 to 3 victory for the latter, and 29 Cor. South Main and Mechanic
225 persons attending tdie supper.
Mrs. Thelma A. Tippett, for some Many remained for the evening ses
with the margin no larger than that 33 Tilleon Avenue
t.'me connected with the Bangor sion.
it is easy to see where there is going 34 Cor. Suffolk and Fulton Streets
Mrs. Maitie Spaulding wa«
office of the 'Singer Sewing Machine chairman of the supper committee.
to be one wonderful game Saturday. 35 Main Street, Corner North
Co. as bookkeeper, has been promot Visitors were noted from the chap
All of Thomaston is coming over, and 36 Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
Printing must have a "wallop” to it to gain a favorable impression
ed to the position of manager of the ters of South Thomaston. Biuehill.
the Orange and Black will have its 37 Main Street, Corner Perk
these days. It must be quality through and through—the sort that
new office in Rockland. The Bangor Bath. Gardiner, Rockport, Camden.
cohorts on the scene.
38 Broad Street, Corner Grace
Commercial says: "Mrs. Tippett has Thomaston. Warren. Union and
42 Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
commands attention at all times.
a comprehensive knowledge of the Tenant’s Harbor. The degrees were
E. C. Moran, Jr., who has been hav 43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
We know printing—for that’s our business—and it’s your business
duties which have been assigned jto conferred on Mrs. Harriet Hall Luf
ing a rest of several days on account 45 Middle Street, opposite Fern
FRESH TOASTED
her and has proven that she possesses kin and Mr. and Mrs Clarence Joy.
of throat trouble, has a busy sched 46 Main Street at Rankin Block
to get the best at the lowest possible prices, consistent with such
MARSHMALLOWS
much executive ability. Her ap An entertainment featured vocal
ule for next week, starting Wednes 47 Knox County General Hospital
pointment is pleasing to many solos by Mrs. Evelyn White and reci
day when he addresses the Women's 48 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
quality.
33c
lb.
friends."
Democratic Club of Lewiston. Thurs 49 Camden and Front Streets
tations by Mrs. Grace Rollins and
Whenever you're in the market let us figure with you.
day he will be guest of honor at a 51 Head of Cedar Street
Mrs. Jones of the Seaside Chapter.
Elmer Rising, son of Mr. and Mrs.
reception
tendered
by
Portland
Demo

52
West
Meadow
Road
JUMBO
H. T. IRising of 5 Purchase street,
crats. He may also deliver an ad 53 Camden Street, near F. B. Church
At the meeting of the Roy Scents.
has completed the second year of his Troop 6. Monday evening in the
SALTED PEANUTS
dress at a 'big meeting to be held by 54 Maverick, Cor. Spruce
course at the School of Practical Apr,' Congregational vestry an hour's pro
the Grange at Minot’s Corner. Other 75 Veteran Firemen's Association
30c lb.
Boston. He will spend the summer gram was presented tinder the direc
nearby dates are: Wednesday, June 62 Militia Call
illustrating a book which is being tion of Mrs. Gladys Morgan, featur
Repeated, No School
11, Maine State Federation of Labor 5
written by Prof. CarRon Coon of ing vocal solos and readings by Mrs.
at Portland; Thursday, June 12, Class 85 Out-of-town call
NUT AND CREAM
Harvard University. The book deals Helen
13, Boone’s Restaurant, Custom House 22 Chiefs Call
Wentworth:
instrumental
with explorations in Albania. This trios by Dorothy Harvey, piano,
Wharf, Portland; Tuesday, June 17.
CARAMELS
will be the second book that Mr, Florence Dean.
address Bunker 'Family Association
saxophone, and
Rising has illustrated for Prbf. Marion Harvey, trumpet; readings
at Annual Meeting (Bunker Hill Day)
* 39c lb.
Coon, the previous one dealing with by Dorothy Harvey, and Vocal solos
at Barnstead, N. H.; Thursday, June
explorations in Africa.
19, attend Bowdoin College Com
by Mrs. Morgan. All the numbers
PEANUT BUTTER
mencement.
Were chosen to make an appeal to the
Free—2 yards of hemstitching to Youngsters who composed an audi
DIED
CHIPS
each lady whq visits our store Sat ence both responsive and attentive.
NTWBERT —At Waldoboro. May 26, Newell
urday mornlnfc.
Singer Sewing It was a very happy experience for
Newbert. aged 84 years.
29c lb.
Machine Co., 10 Limerock street— the entertainers.
HAYES—At Newcastle. May 8, Mrs. (Hannah
adv.
•
1
>
Pitcher) Hayes, aged 84 years. Burial at j
This is to announce that 1 have taken over the business of the Independ

Saturday Special Selling
Last Day of Our Fourth Birthday Sale—All Sale Prices in Effect
Throughout the Store on This Last Day

New Dull Finish Hose

Ensembles

New Spring Ensembles to Close
Out at Half Price

$1.95 Pair

GoLpSTripE

WHITE COATS

$10.50 &
$14.50

$14.95

CHISHOLM’S
SPECIALS

The Courier-Gazette

Standard
Brands

On May 22 occurred the 87th birth
day of Richard C. Hall, for many
years prominent In Rockland affairs,
but who now makes his home with
his daughter, Mrs. Everett C. Her
rick in New ton Center Mass. Numer
ous birthday greetings in cards and
letters added a special note to the
anniversary and in particular Mr.'
Etta Blackmton
'Hall valued the messages that came I
front old-time Rockland friends sup- |
Will do Repairing, Raliniog and Ra
modeling. Lad las' and Man’s Clothing, plementing the special dinner with '
Its birthday cake tnat c-..jel,rated ;)<e
at 49 FULTON ST. TEL. 960-J.
63-61 . occasion. Mr. Hall retains a iivc’y |
4*M4*k****i******»M/«t*ft interest in all that relates to his
native city, the present as well as the
hast, in 'both of which p,clods he
Is thoroughly posted—the former
Why suffer tortures Worn Rheu
through the hqpie paper sn.l the letmatism, Sfieticap Nearitis, Muscu
lets o'f friends, the da'iter out of an
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
amazingly stored memory upon
when
which Ihe can draw it will. Of the ;
eld seafaring days ho regains a lively
METHYL BALM
recollection, as well as of characters
will bring almost instant relief?
and events that lent colorful atmos
A scientifically compounded ex
phere to the Rockland cf three-score
ternal application that should be
and ten years ago.
Salvation Army hall 477 Main
street. Baked bean supper, price 25
cents, Saturday, May 31. 4.45 p. m
to 7.30 p. m. Tlckets can be secured
at the door- adv.
64,65

in every home.

ROCKLAND

Sent Poet Paid on receipt of pricB
\

FRUIT FLAVORS
39c lb.

Oranges
SUNKIST, large, sweet
6 for
50c
MEDIUM, 6 for
40c
5c

LARGE LEMONS,

■South Waldoboro.
NVTTER-At Waldoboro. (May 26. Capt. Al
bert Nutter. Burial in Sea View cemetery,
Rockport.
RH "HARDS— At Thomaston. May 29, John D. j
Richards. Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clockj
(standard), from 2 Meadow road.
SYLVESTER—At Rockland. May 28. ’Etnma.
widow of Robert Sylvester, aged 82 years.
11 months, 7 days. Funeral Friday at 2
o’clock (daylight), from 85 Granite street.
HOME FOR AGED WOMEN

The annual meeting of this Corporation will
he held Thursday, June 5, 1930, at. 2.30 p. m..
at the home of Mrs. F. W. Fuller. Talbot
avenue, for the election ,of officers and for the
transaction of any business that may legally
come before said meeting.
Per order
HATTIE A. KEATING, Secretary.
Rockland. Me., May 29. 1930.
64-It

Men’s $15.00 and up
Ladies’ $25.00 and- up

Seth Thomas Clocks
$12.00 and up

Wedding Rings
Platinum and 19k $12.00

Waterman’s Pens
$2.75 and up

WESTERN APPLES,
dozen,
45c
STRAWBERRIES,
Today,

Elgin Watches

Serenade Silver
A new plain 26- piece chest
$16.00

27c

78 cents

62 tf

The wise modern housewife, share/,
her burdens and lets The People’s
Laundry. Tel. 170. do her family wash,
tugs and quilts. The cost is low. the
service prompt, the work excellent.
124-tf

ent Coal Company and shall continue to handle the same high grade coal
sold by them.

The same employes will continue to serve you so that you may be as
sured of the same service as in the past.
It is also a pleasure to inform you that the fuel oil business of the
Thurston Oil Company will be combined with this business so that in the
future you may be able to obtain the oil for your burner as well as your
coal from the same source.

The Thurston Oil Company has been handling fuel oil and oil burners
for seven years and are the oldest oil burner dealers in the city.
A great deal of knowledge regarding 'oil burning has been obtained in
this period and with this experience and our high grade oils we feel that we
are in a position to give you exce'lent service.
i

Our new offices at 44 Tillson Avenue are conveniently located and you
can get the office by calling either 1299 or 127.
We can serve you promptly and efficiently either by land or water and
on our past record for service, we solicit your patronage.

Sold only at

Johnston’s Drugstore
73 PARK ST.

WRAPPED NOUGAT

ANNOUNCEMENT!

CHISHOLM’S

SIMON K. HART

Opposite Waiting Room
ROCKLAND, MAINE

MONUMENTS
53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland

LEON J. WHITE

R. E. THURSTON.

Jeweler
Opposite Hotel Rockland

42TJ

t
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SPRUCE HEAD

HEADACHE?

Ruth Simmons and George Ames
motored to Augusta Sunday accom
panied hy Emily and Sylvia Post and
Venard Barnes.
Why suffer when relief is
Mrs. Helen Wilson returned Mon
day to her home in Norwell, Mass.,
prompt and harmless:
and will motor back here Friday with
friends to spend the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Parker and
daughter of Minturn have been re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge
Simmons.
Clifford Elwell has moved his
Millions of people have learned to
J family to White Head where they are
occupying one of the cottages near depend on Bayer Aspirin to relieve a
sudden headache. They know it eases
the Coast Guard Station.
Mrs. Ella Cook and Mrs. Stanley the pain so quickly. And that it is so
harmless. Genuine Bayer Aspirin never
Simmons and daughter Ruth were
harms the heart. Look for the Bayer
; visitors in Rockland Friday.
Cross stamped on every tablet
[ Mrs. Alvah Haines and son Richard
and Mrs. W. W. Godfrey drove to
Warren Friday night and visited Mrs.
Cassie McLeod.
Mr. and Mrs. William Carr of Port
land were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Carr.
Vernard Barnes and Von Godfrey
SOMERVILLE
are camping on Mink Island where
they are employed by M. F. Post.
Mrs. B. A. French is a patient at
Mrs. L. C. Elwell and children the Augusta General Hospital.
spent the weekend at their home here.
Edward Carey has employment in
They are living on Hewett’s Island Augusta.
where Mr. Elwell is engaged in the
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Booker were
! lobster business.
visitors Wednesday at C. W. Evans’
and F. A. Turner’s.
APPLETON RIDGE
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Dyer were
Mrs. Albert Fuller. Mr, jM.pl> in town Thursday.
Mrs. F. H. Tracy who has been
Ames and Miss Maude Fuller were
passing a few days in Augusta, re
i in Rockland Saturday.
Recent visitors of Elmer and Azuba turned Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H.‘ French called
Sprague were J, E. Robinson. Ralph
, Robinson and children of Vinalhaven. on friends Sunday at Pleasant Ridge.
Charles Cronunett, Jr. . was a Sun
Appleton
Memorial
Association
will hold a meeting June 7. at 7.30 day visitor at F. A. Turner’s.
o'clock at the Grange dining room.
All members are requested to attend.
OWL'S HEAD
Mr. and Mrs Leroy X. Moody.
Men are working on the State
Lucy T.. Ruth R.. Nelson and War
ren Moody were Sunday visitors of road through the village.
Capt. Holt is having a bun porch
Miss Katie iXiskanen at Stockton
built on the front of his cottage.
Springs.
Little Mary Dyer is anticipating
Mrs. Hazle Perry. Norman and
Mario Perry were Sunday guests of having whooping cough.
Carl Reed is in Marblehead,
Mr and Mrs. Harry Alorang and
Mass.
family in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Whitmore. Miss
Lillian 'Whitmore. Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
GLENMERE
Ames. Margaret and Mildred Ames of
Mrs. George Newhall and grandson Rockport were visitors Sunday of
Robert Leslie of North Berwick relatives in town.
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert St. Clair who was home
Eugene .Smith.
from*New Bedford over Sunday, with
Winslow Watt and daughters. Mrs. Mrs. St. Clair and Mrs. Winslow
Walter Barter and Mrs. Arthur Davis, called on George St. Clair.
were in Rockland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Weir have a
Mr. and Mrs. George Whitehouse of new arrival at their home, a daugh
Portland visited friends here recently. ter.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Grindle of
ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO., Distributors For Rockland
The young daughter of Leland
Rockland spent Sunday with Mrs. Perry who has been very ill with
Grindle's father Wesley Wincapaw. pneumonia is now improving al
Rev. and Mrs. Philip Hughey and though slowly.
BATH LAUNCHES ANOTHER
was launched from the Bath Iron
Mrs. Borgerson has painted the
The Sylvia, 191 foot private yacht, Works shipyard Saturday. She will children of Rockport were supper
built for Logan G. Thompson of sail to Ohio hy way of the St. Law guests Tuesday of 'Rev. and Mrs. A. interior of her store. It looks real
A. Walsh.
classy in its new buff dress.
Hamilton, Ohio, at a cost of $750,000, rence and the Great Lakes.

BAVER
AS Pl KIN

what I like best

when 1 want

something

refreshing--

Ask For

Simpson
Spring
BEVERAGES

Nwerbefim

Every-Other-Day

EAST WALDOBORO

WALDOBORO

Mr and Mrs. l^ewis Tolman have
moved to Winthrop where he has em
ployment.
Mr. and Mrs. John Witham of
Pleasantville were recently at Mrs.
Laura Orff’s.
Reginald Monahan we n't to Boston
Thursday on a business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred N. Mank and
Miss Ellie Mank visited in Rockland
Saturday.
Mrs. E. Wilbur and Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Black and son of Port Clyde
were at T. G. Black’s recently.
Mrs. Bessie Hoffses and Mrs. Ethel
Hanna motored to Camden Sunday.
Mrs. Lucretia Kaler is in Rockland
and will visit her daughter, Mrs. A.
E. Lawry.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hanna of New
Harbor were Sunday visitors of
friends in this place.
Rev. Alevander Stewart held a meet
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. T.
Black Tuesday evening with a large
number present. Mrs. Stewart ac
companied him. Next meeting will be
held at John Flanders'. June 3.
Mrs. Laura Orff was the guest of
her sister Mrs. Eva Cummings Sat
urday in Warren.
Mrs. H. B. Bovey has returned
from a visit in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Turner. George
Howard and Mrs. M.A. Bowers of the
village were at C. C. Bowers’ Sunday.
H. B. Bovey. L. L. Mank and C. C.
Bowers attended the 50th anniversary
of the Odd Fellows Lodge Tuesday
evening in Appleton.
The Social Club met with Mrs. Izcslie Borneman last Thursday after
noon with 16 members and one
visitor present. The program: Read
ings. Mrs. Bernys Jameson. Miss
Bertha Storer Mrs. Edna McIntire;
geographical contest, Mrs. Hines,
prizes won by Mrs. Hilda Miller and
Mrs. Nellie Reever: readings. Mrs
Beulah Studley and Mrs. Mary Bovey.
Miss lzeona Rines. R. N.. of Port
land. has been a recent guest at J. A.
Rines’.
T, Irving Sawyer who has been on
the yacht Paragon during the winter
in the South, was at his place. Aunt
Lydia’s Tavern a few days last w< ek.
returning Friday to the yacht at New
Haven. Conn. Painters are working
at the Tavern.
Frank M. Johnsen was in Boston
few days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson and
Mrs. Inez Shuman of South Waldo
boro were at L. L Mank’s and C.
Bowers’ Sunday.

Mrs. Lizzie Levensaler and Miss
Edith Levensaler have been in South
El kA.
Mrs. Willard Wade has returned
from Brooklyn, N. Y., where she
has passed <he winter.
A telephone has been installed in
the residence of l>r. P. G. Cadieu.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse were re
cent Portland visitors.
H. S. Weaver of Allston, Mass., and
a party of friends have been at the
Weaver Camp. Maritin’s Point, for a
few days.
Dr. and Mrs. W. P. Putnam of
Newton, Mass., have been in town
enroute to their summer camp at
Martin’s Point.
Mrs. Herbert Standish was in
Thomaston la*»t week.
Ralph Fey lor of Detroit and Mrs.
Bessie Sumner of Rocklarfd are here
called hy the sehious illness of H eir
mother. Mrs. El vesta Feyler.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Grant of Lynn
are guests tft Mr. and Mrs. William
Grant.
Raymond Achorn of Portland has
been visiting his mother. Mrs. Mary
H. Achorn.
Reddington Weft, who passed 'the
winter in Portland, has returned.

THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL

BED, COIL SPRING AND MATTRESS

Mrs, I). B. Mayo and D. B. Mayo.
Jr., of Danforth have been In town.

Metal Bed, two-inch posts, oneinch filler, panels if desired. A coil
Spring and a soft comfortable mat
tress. Complete—

Frederick Brummitt of Boston has
joined Mrs. Brummitt at their home
on Friendship street.
Mrs. Shirley Gross of Rockland,
who has been the guest of her sister.
Mrs. G. H. Coombs, is now in {Jew
Bedford. Mass.
Air. and Mrs. Lewis sjchwartz have
been in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard de Mu telle
have returned from Orlando. Fla.,
and opened their summer home on
Main street.
William Belshky and Victor Nekarda of New York have been in town
on business.
Mrs. C. B. Stahl. Mrs. J. H. Miller
and Mrs. J. V. Benner attended the
meeting of the Grand Chapter. O.E.S.
in Portland.
Rain'll Lovell left Saturday for Wil
li man: ic. Conn., where he will be em
ployed this summer by the Bay State
Drug Co.

DAY BEDS $18.75
Beautiful pieces, sturdy
construction, soft com
fortable mattresses,
charmig cretonne pat
terns. Double Beds only
$18.75.

BEDS, SPRINGS, MATTRESSES-all Stylet
CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Newell Newbert

Newell Newbert. 84. died Monday
at his home in this town. He had
lived here fur several years, moving
from North Waldoboro. He was for-

i

|
|
1

Telephone 980
313-319 Main Street,

Rockland, Me.

j merly of Waltham. Mass. 'Services !
, were held this afternoon at the |
1 funeral i»arlors of Harold W. Flan
ders. Rev. Alexander Stewart of the
UNION
Methodist Church officiated. Inter- who is assisting them in the planting
One thinj: wrong with the country
Mr. and Mrs. George Sherman of 1 ment was made in the Rural cemeof vegetnhle and flower gardens. is that most of it has moved to the
Rockland visited friends in this place ; terv
Both Mr. William and Mr. John city.—Thomaston (Ga.) Times.
Sunday.
Mohler died during tlie winter i
George Mank of Boston visited his j
months. It had been their custom to , White shoes are signs of summer,
SOUTH WALDOBORO
parents Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank
Tlie house of Roswell Winchenbach come here to tlie island for a num- Alniost-white shoes are signs of last
and brother H. E. Mank Sunday. go
I summer.—Arkansas Gazette.
was ^destroyed by fire Saturday her of years.
ing from here to Bingham where he
has work on the dam under construc- afternoon, the cause not real I v
known, but it is thought it caught
' tion.
from the chimney. Household effects
Mr. McCarthy of Harrisburg. Pa., that were in the kitchen and upper
and Mr. and Mrs. George Clementon story were entirely lost. The Wal
1 of Hartford. Conn., were Sunday doboro fire department responded
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Al- and were at work in very short time,
1 den.
and much favorable comment was
Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden of T'honi- heard on all sides for the efficient
. aston were recent guests of J. J. work they did.
Four wells were
Alden and family.
pumped dry before the flames were
The
Winchenbach
Herbert Mank was in Portland and extinguished.
family are now occupying the adjoin
Pownal on business Saturday.
Leroy Miller is home from Boston ing place, owned by Mrs. Lottie
and Is having extensive repairs made Pitcher.
Miss Evelyn Genthner of Portland
| on his buildings.
spent the weekend with her parents.
Clarence Moody has added a line She was accompanied by two friends
of groceries to the stock at his lunch from that city.
room.
Mrs. Abbie Fernald who has been
“Fresh from the Gardens”
Frank Gorden, Wilbur Abbott and ill for the past eight weeks is now
Edward Alden were at Lake Moxie able to be out some.
In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags
on a weekend fishing trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Creighton
802
Friends of Oliver S. Bryant of Wal and son (Wallace and Mrs. Clara
nut Hill, formerly of l’nion. will be Wallace of South Union were Sun
saddened to learn he was stricken day visitors of Mrs. Edna Turner.
with an ill turn May 15, and his con
Charles Oliver, Mrs. Annie Ormdition is now critical.
stead with Mrs. Ida |Winchenbach
1 There will be memorial services at and daughter Gertrude were in Cam
'the Nazarene Church Friday at 10.30 den and Rockland Thursday.
fulil
f
I a. m., 2.30 p. m. and 7.30 evening.
Virgil Morton of Thomaston was
Everyone is cordially invited.
a business caller here Thursday.
H. L. Robbins. Arthur Robbins.
Mrs. Hannah (Pitcher) Hayes,
Royal Grinnell and A. T. Norwood of died in Newcastle. May 8, in her 85th
a
•*
Warren returned Sunday night from year. The remains were brought to
a few days’ fishing trip at Shin Pond the Sweetland cemetery where inter
with a nice catch of trout.
ment was made in the family lot.
E. B. Hastings and Miss Florence Mrs. Hayes leaves one son Fred
Hastings of Rockland, with Mrs A. Pitcher of (Newcastle by her first
T. Norwood of Warren were visitors marriage, and is survived also by a
this week at the home of Mr. and niece.
—and it means “the beat money can buy.” When
Mrs. H L. Robbins.
Mother Nature can supply better materials and
The American Legion and Auxiliary
NORTH WARREN
science better methods, then and not until then can
attended church in a body Sunday
Friends of B. C. Crawford are glad
and listened 'to a fine sermon by Rev.
you
obtain something better than Budweiser BarleyMr. Howse. Rev. Mr. Seligar assist to know lie is able to be up and walk
Malt Syrup. No adulterants or fillers. No artificial
ed in the service. Special music was out a short distance.
Lester Mank was in Augusta last
rendered by the choir and a very
coloring or flavors. No substitutes. Guaranteed 100
pleasing feature was the song by the Sunday to call on Lewis Tolman.
per cent pure.
Lloyd Benner of Rockland. Mrs.
little son and daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur Esancy. Their sweet. Nellie Benner and Mrs. Nellie Myers
Aged 3 Months in the Making
Childish voices blending so beauti of Dorchester. Mass., were at Edward
fully 'that their hearers were thrilled Crawford’s last week.
The Productive Poultry Pro<lucers
to the heart. Allen Boggs of South
Hope was present and received the Association will hold its annual
glad hand from many friends. He is meeting at White Oak Grange hall,
the only surviving veteran of the June 2. at 8 o’clock. All those who
Civil War for many miles around and are interested, in protecting their
flocks from the ravages of chicken
always receives a hearty welcome.
I thieves are invited to attend this

It’s the Flavor that Counts

H

SALAM
TEA

atsuch lowprices,
United States
Built by the World’**
off Rubber <ind Gau
Never before were so many non-skid miles built into
a tire selling at these low prices. And never in our
entire business career have we experienced such
enthusiasm on the part of buyers over a tire in this
price class.

Producer
for Life!
These Prices Defy

Comparison

$cio

The reasons are easy to find—
First—The Peerless, despite its low price, is built of
extra durable, Web Cord construction.

29x4.40.........................

$C65
30x4.50.........................

Second—It’s built by the world’s largest producer
of rubber by exclusive strength-giving proceases.

O

$740
31x5...........................

Third—Its extra-thick tread, sturdy side walls and
narrow road grip afford greater driving ease, better
all-round performance and handsomer appearance.
If you are looking for the biggest tire value for
your money, don’t fail to see these Peerless Tires.

M

f

And ay other size you need
equally low

Waldoboro Garage Co.
Waldoboro, Maine
»

SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. L. R. Bucklin and grandson
Richard Bucklin visi'ted friends Sun
day in Cushing.
The third and fourth degrees were
conferred on two candidates last
Thursday evening and a harvest feast
was enjoyed at the close.
The Sewing Club met with Mrs.
Bernice Bucklin last Friday evening.
Refreshments were serv'.u and a very
enjoyable evening passed.
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Tolman of
West Rockport were recent guests of
Mrs. Mabel St. Clair.
Capt. and Mrs. Allie T)emuth have
returned from Florida and will pass
the summer months at their homo
here.
Mrs. Bertha Jameson and two sons
of East Friendship and Mrs. Marian
Smith and daughter of East Corinth
were visitors Sunday at Mrs. Mary
Orne’s.
Mrs. Keziah Libby who spent the
winter with her daugi/ter, Mrs. Alice
Spear. Monument Square, 'has re
turned to her home here.
Mrs. Alice Spear of Cambridge, ac
companied by Maurice Hatch and
family of Arlington, Mass., made a
two days’ visit at her home here,
They were joined by Linwood Beal
land family of Phillips for a day and
all returned Sundaj' to their respeclive homes.

j meeting.

Hilda Wilson is working for Mabel
Crawford.
Mrs. Alvah Simmons who has been
earing for Edward Crawford has re
turned to her home at the village.

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mr. Emery of Brooklin preached at
the Baptist Church Wednesday eve
ning.
The Ladie^’ Aid was held
the
home of Mrs. Calvin Stockbridge
Friday afternoon.
Among other
business taken up it was voted that
each member earn a dollar for the
benefit of the aid and then furnish
poetry explaining how hey earned
the money.
Mrs. William Mohler and Mrs.
John Mohler of Pennsylvania are at
their summer homes here. They are
accompanied by a relative. Mr. Hager,

Don’t Neglect a Cough
A neglected cough can lead to a lot
ot trouhle. But it you use Adamson’s
Balsam the first thing—there’s no
danger.

The first dose relaxes strained
throat muscles, breaks up and expels
phlegm and heals irritated membrane.
That stops the cougning. Other in
gradients, acting through the blood
attack the germs at seat of trouble
i and in a day or two all danger is
gone. Adamson's Balsam contains no
dope or anything harmful. 35c and
75c. At ail drug stores. A safe,
pleasant cough and sore throat medl
cine for children. Get a bottle today,

Tlie Independent Coal Co. an
nounces the arrival of a cargo of
extra fine Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre
coal which is ■now ready for deliv
—adv.
ery,—adv,
i

bonk for Ton's pic
ture on tlie top of
every can. A book
let clvinir recipes for
pood tilings to eat.
will be sent to any
address upon request.
Sold Everywhere

Anheuser-Busch

Budweiser
Barley-Malt Syrup j
LIGHT OR DARK - RICH IN BODY - NOT BITTER;

Rockland Product Co,

Dittributoni

Rockland;

1

M6

ANHEUSER-BUSCH <- ST. LOUIS
dUo Makers oj Busch Exira Dry Ginger AU 9

Mf ttt

*
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• WISHES ALL KNEW

Mb. George Garant Would.
Share Benefits Given By
Sargon

COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
(By Alma Glidden)
The women recently gave a tea at
the Alumnae Building to students
who intend to come to Colby next
yea r.

• • ♦ ♦

"I'd been having terrible attacks
Prof. N. E. Wheeler, head of the
of nervous headaches for six months physics department was in charge of
before I started Sargon and was in the conference of physics teachers
such wretched health that at times recently held here.

» » * •

William B. Jack, superintendent of
schools of 'Portland, was a recent
Weaker in the men’s assembly. Mr.
Jack’graduated from Colby in 1900.
*.* * *
Helen J. Hobbs, ’30. of Hope, has
resumed her classes after a short
illness.

By CAROLINE B. KING

J

MADE the best salad the other
day—and so simply, too.
It
almost went together without any
help from me at all.
First I
opened a glass jar of pimiento cups
and drained them well, then I
marinated them in French dressing
for an hour. Finally I filled them
with a mixture of chopped celery.
I let this lie in iced lemon water
for an hour to blanch and crisp it
—mixed with chopped walnut
meats (I buy mine in glass jars

♦ * * *

The sixth annual Coburn prize
speaking contest was recently held
at (olh.v. h was the outstanding
speaking contest of tlie year. Mari -n
L. Richardson, ’32, of Rockland spoke
on Vitamin H.

♦ ♦ » #

Hugh Dean McLellan, '95, promi
nent Bouton lawyer, has been invited
to be tlie guest of the senior class
at the class day exercises Saturdav.
June 14.

• ♦ • •

( h.tries M Giles of Damariscotta
represented Colby in the (New Eng
land track and field championship
meet recently held at M.l.T. field.
Cambridge. Twenty-eight colleges
are represented in this meet.

ROCKPORT

XIR&1 GEORGE GARANT

I lie union Memorial service at tlie
Church Sunday morning
1 copl<| hardly stay on niy feet. Methodist
was well attended and very insfiirRliieuinatie pains in iny shoulders,
ing. Ered A. Norwood W.R.C.. Girl
limbs and'knfes were so bad at times
Seout'j and school children attended
1 was almost helpless. My liver was
in a body. Rev. E. E. Eowle delivered
inactive, I suffered with indigestion
a fine address, choosing fur his sub
and was habitually constipated.
ject, “A True Memorial.” empha
Katgon made me feel like a different
sizing the fact that "Permanent
woman from head to foot!
The
Peace” is ihe truest memorial that
rheumatic pains are gone, I eat
can be established. Special music
heartily without a trace of indiges
was rendered . an anthem, “A Hero
tion. nervous headaches are over and
Dead.” by the choir and a selection.
I sleep line. 1 want all my friends to
“Sweet Peace tlie Gift of God's Love,”
know what this wonderful Sargon by the male ch6rus
dld>.for me.
Mrs. .1. L. Moody and daughter
“Sargon Pills reconditioned my
Irene left on tlie boat Tuesday night
liver and completely overcame consti
for Boston.
pation.—’Mrs. (Jeorge Garant. 49
William Dunlop was home from
Pearl St., Kail River. Mass.
Casco to spend the weekend with his
Sargon ifiav be obtained in Rock
family on Beech street.
land from The Corner Drug Store,
Rev. A. I. Oliver was in town Mon
Inc.—adv.
64-lt
day night to preside over the First
Quarterly Conference at the M. E
’ *
BEING OEAD. SPEAKCTH
Church.
Tuesday night Rev. Mr.
Oliver and Rev. E. E. Eowle motored
(For The fourler-Gnzctte]
to Spruce Head where a similar
He preaches to me. being dead, who ne'er.
In all the long years of a staunch friendship, meeting was held.
Halted exhorting voice to chide my doings.
Miss Ada Corthell of Haddonfield |
Nifw. with warning voice of power, he cries,
Mass, was a recent guest of her
,fBc ye also ready :" for of strange things
Purely this Is not the least, that I. I.
mother Mrs. Jeannette Corthell.
Who was oldest, weakest, least, likely, too,
Mrs. Washburn Ingraham spent
To be the last survivor of our group
Tuesday as guest of Mrs. Cacilda
Should he-so now, to tread the lonely end
Of .this our earthly course, with failing Cain and Mrs. Eniita Torrey.
strength.
Krtox County ‘W.C.T.U. convention
And comradcless.
is being held today. Thursday, at the
Yet! Who are these, that fly
First Baptist Church In Rockland.
As doves to their windows'! Or. who arc
Mrs. P. C. Hughey. county president,
found
will preside at all the sessions, in the
Th that great cloud «>f witnesses. If not
Those who hare marched with us and know forenoon delivering an address on
the step
H'he subject “A Defeat or Victory.’’
And cadence of our going? Having loved.
And loving still, with noiseless voice calling
To listening soul the thought,of high courage.^ Graduation exercises of the High
And of patience, limitless, that we mu
^ehool will take place on the evening
Unwearied, faithful, to a steadfast goal.
,
JL O. profile fof June 5 at Town hall and on the
Long Cove
following Monday night. June 9, will
•occur the alumni reception to the
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas A. M. Passman and Bertha OP graduates at the Masonic hall with
Cassman. both of Rockland In the County «f a banquet served by Harbor Light
Knox and State of Maine, by their mortgage Chapter, O.E.S.
deed dated August 24, 1927 and recorded in
Knox Registry of Deeds in Book 216. Page . Rev. F. F. J’owle was the guest
106 conveyed to Harry !M. Rice of the city, speaker
at the weekly meeting of the
county and state of New York, the following Camden-Rockport 'Lions Club Wed
four parcels of real estate together with the
buildings thereon situated in Rockland afore nesday evening.
said. bounded and described as follows:—
Members of the Baptist parish will
First: Beginning at a stake and stones on observe "Church Nig'ht" this eve
the East side of a two rod reserved road and
at the Northwest corner of a lot of land as ning. the program consisting of a pic
signed to Lucy M. Greenhalgh : thence North nic supper at 6.30 followed hy a praise
6 deg. 45 imln. East by said two-rod reserved and business meeting.
Those not
road seventy-two (72) feet and six (6) Inches
to a stake and stones at the southwest corner solicited are asked to take pastry.
of land assigned to Nathaniel Crockett: thence
The epidemic of measles which has
South 87 dpgv 15 min. East by said Nathaniel's been prevailing in town for several
land seventy-five (75) feet to a stake and
stones on the west side of a twelve-foot re weeks seems now to be on the wane.
served road: thence South 6 deg. 45 min. The Hoboken school, of which Miss
West by said reserved road seventy-three (73) Hortense Bohndell is teacher, re
feet to a stake atnj stones at land assigned
to Lucy M. Greenhalgh : thence North 87 deg. opened Wednesday morning after
15 min. West hy said Lucy’s land seventh- being closed one week. On account
live (75F feet to the place of beginning, being of the enforced vacation this school
lot numbered ten as per plan of Edwin Rose
numbered one dated "Rockland, December will remain in session until June 13.
31st. 1852.
the other town schools closing June 5.
Second: Beginning at a stake and stones
The Girl Scouts held their weekly
at the Northwest corner of land assigned to
Catherine Berry and on the East side of a meeting Wednesday evening at tlie
two-rod reserved street ; thence North 6 deg. Baptist vestry with a good attend
45 min. East by said reserved street seventy- ance. (.olden Rod. Patrol have re
two (72) feet and six (6) inches to a stake
and stones ‘at the’ (Southwest corner of land ceived their tenderfoot pins and tics
assigned to Enos Crockett: thence South 87 which they will wear with great pride
deg. 15 min. East by said Enos' land seventyfive (75) feet to a stake and stones to the for the first time when they partici
West side of a twelve-foot reserved road: pate in tilt' line of march Memorial
thence South 6 deg. 15 min. West by said re Day. At each weekly meeting of the
served road seventy-three (73) feet, to a stake
and stones at land assigned to Catherine Scouts a demonstration will he given
Ferry; them* North 87 deg. 15 min. West hy: of some one activity presented at the
said Catherine’s land seventy-five (75) feet to New England Scout convention at
the place of beginning, being lot numbered
Next Wednesday
eleven (11) as per plan of Edwin Rose num Boston Garden.
bered One dated "Rockland December 31st, evening the demonstration will be
1B52 ”
•’How to carry a fainting person out
Third : Beginning at a stake and stones at
land assigned to Enos Crockett, being the of camp.”
North West corner of the same on the East
erly side of a two-rod reserved road: thence
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick H. Syl
North 6 deg. 45 niin. hy said reserved road
seventy-two (72) feet to a stake and stones vester of Quincy, Mass., arrive tonigh* to spend Memori.il Day and the
at a Iwo-rod reserved road : thence South
deg. East by said reserved two-rod road weekend
with
Mrs.
Sylvester’s
aeventy-five .(75) feet and five (5) inches
to u stake an'dstones to a reserved twelve (12). mother Mrs. Henry Bohndell.
Mrs. Cacilda Cain and Mrs. Emma
feet road; thence South 6 deg. 45 min. West)
by said reserved road seventy-three (73) feet jporrey
spent
Wednesday
with
and six (t>) Inches to a stake and stones at
at Camden.
land assigned to Enos Crocket! : thence North friends
11
87 deg. 15 ndn. 'West hy said 'Enos' land ' Memorial Day will be appropri
seventy-five (75) feet to the bounds first ately observed. Tlie line of march
mentioned being lot numbered nine '(9) as
per plan of Edwin Ro e numbered One dated headed by the Camden Boys’ Band,
and consisting of members of the
"Rockland, December 31st, 1852."
Fourth: Beginning at a granite monument Fred A. Norwood. W.R.C.. A rev-Heal
on the Easterly line of Wharf Street, so
called, and South 7 deg. 26 min. East from Post. A. L., Boy and Girl Scouts and
the Intel section of the northerly line of Lime school children, will letve G.A.R. hall
Street (Place and the Easterly line of said at 1.45. daylight time and march to
Wharf Street . thence North 77 deg. 12 min,
East along land of Thorndike & Hix One tlie bridge where exercises will be
Hundred Seven (1()7) feet to a brass bolt-' given by the children and flowers
In the ledge at the shore of the harbor; Scattered on the water in honor of the
thence along the shore to a brass holt In the
ledge: thence 'South 77 deg. 42 ndn. West navy dead. They will then proceed to
ninety eight (98) feet to a granite monument in, ^Amesbury Hill cemetery where sing
the easterly line of said (Wharf Street: thencef.
ing and recitations by the children
North 7 deg. 26 ndn. West along the easterly"1
line of said Wharf Street One hundred seven and an address by 'Rev. F. E. Eowle
teen and eighty five hundredths (117.85) feet will be given. Mrs. Cacilda Cain will
to the place of beginning, including all the act in the capacity of officer of the
privilege to and the fee of the flats to low
water mark. Being lot No. 15 in the division of day and Daniel Andrews as special
Jonathan Crockett Estate. Excepting and re officer in charge.
serving. however, therefrom the 'Marine Rail
Mrs. H. 1- Shejiherd and Mrs. Ered
way that Is now on said premises, which was
R. Spear of Rockland have been
built by George Horton
Being the same premises conveyed to Harry spending a few days in Boston.
M. Rice iby Ira W. 'Feeney, 'Special 'Master
Capt. Albert Nutter, a former Rock
Feb. 7. 1927, and recorded in (Knox Registry
in Book 5*12. ’Page 217, Feb. 8. 1927. and the port boy. died Monday at Waldoboro,
same premises conveyed by Harry >M. Rice to following a brief illness of pneu
A. M. Cassman and Bertha P. Cassnian by monia.
Funeral services were held
warranty deed dated July 16, 1927.
Whereas said Harry :M. Rice, on the sixth there Wednesday and the remains
day of September 1929 assigned said mort were brought to Rockport for burial
gage to Alan «L. Bird of Rockland in the County in Sea Mew cemetery.
Deceased
of Knox and (State of Maine, which assign
ment was recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds leaves a family.
In Book 173. IPage 396, and
Wliereas the conditions of said mortgage
.BATH’S NEXT LAUNCHING
have been broken
Now. Therefore hy reasons of the conditions
thereof, k,claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
The next launching at the Bath
Dated at Rockland. Maine, IMay t!8. 1930.
iron (Works Corp., will be Monday,
ALAN L. BIRD.
TL. SJ
STATE OF MAINE

Knox, ss.
Rockland. IMay 28, 1930.
Personally appeared Alan L. Bird and made
oath that the foregoing notice of foreclosure by
him signed Is true.
Before me,
MARGARET L K IUM KETT

64-Th-TV
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Justice vf the Peace,

June 9. when the Robert C. Roebling
yacht Black Douglas goes overboard.
This .craft, a schooner yacht, has
attracted considerable attention hy
its trio of towering masts which are
the longest single sticks ever brought
into Bath,

then I know they will be fine aryi fresh even in summer) and bottled
mayonnaise. In the center of each filled pimiento cup I placed a sprig
of crisp water cress and served my little scarlet salad cups on tender
heart leaves of lettuce.
,,
They went so well with my luncheon of Creamed i Finnan Haddle
on Toast, which is also very easy. I merely made a nice cream sauce
and added the flaked fish from a glass Jar of the Haddte, cut my
toast in small squares as it is so much nicer to pick up on a fork
warmed my plates and in a jiffy luncheon was served.
FAIR ROCKLAND

Finest Lilies

Her Multiplied Attractions As Set
Forth In Easy Verse

[His i cent address befnre the 1’ap| tist Men's League. Itev. .Mr. Day
' el used with tlie recital of a poem
written may years aero by Itev. W. O.
Ilo man. a former pastor of the loeal
ehtireh.
So many requests were
! nrtd“ for copies of the poem that
I Mr. Day has furnished it for publi
cation.
....
I There’s a city hy tlie sea.
i Not a great one. hut to me
I D( are: than the cities sung in sff»r.v.

j

CIENTIFIC methods of raising

I
■
'
:
j

water lilies are producing finer
Splants
in the United States than
can he found anywhere else in
the world.
A few years back, no one con
sidered pond lilies of sufficient
importance to spend any time on.
but that enterprising Polish wom
an, Helena Rubinstein, discov
ered that water Hly juice has a
curious and beneficial effect on
the skin.
Experiments proved that the
juice must be fresh and as water
lilies are seasonal. It seemed im
possible to make any commercial
use of her discovery. However,
the United States is blessed with
a variety of temperatures and by
purchasing lakes and ponds in
various sections, she was able to
keep a continuous supply of the
fresh flowers.
Hundreds of people are em
ployed in their care and carloads
of the fragile flowers are shipped
in refrigerated cars to her labor
atories in New York and Canada
every year.

Not Babylon of old.
With its grandeur half untold :
Nor Thebes of hun<lred-gate<l glory ;
Not Athens in its prime :
Nor Rome of Ancient time :
Nor the Paris of today,
Paris beautiful and gay :
Not the London of renown.
England's pride and boast and crown,
Is one half so dear to me
As this city by the sea.

VINALHAVEN

WARREN

Mrs. Geocge Newbert entertained
the Washington Club at her home
Saturday night.
Memorial Day exercises will be
observed Friday. Column will form
in front of Memorial hall at 1.30 p. m.
and will march to John Carver ceme
tery to decorate the graves of de
parted comrades; thence to waferfront to scatter flowers on the water
in 'memory of the Naval comrades;
to Soldiers’ Monument, there to deco
rate in -memory of those who never
returned and then to G.A.R. hall to
break ranks. At. 6 p. m. column will
form in front of G.A.R . hall and
march to Soldiers’ Monument to per
form services of retreat, tlienee to
G.A.R. hall, at 7.30 where Kev. P. J.
Cliff- rd will deliver the Memorial
address, interspersed with reading of
gen ral orders and singing hy tlie
school children, directed by Miss Lida
Greenlaw. The Vinalhaven Band will
furnish mi^ic for tlie day.
Mo. Charles Webster and Mrs.
Mary L. Arey. left Monday to attend
Easiern Star Grand Lodge at Port
land.
Mr- James Gregory. Mrs. Willie
Greg l y and little daughter Delma
went to Portland Tuesday to attend
the graduation of Mrs. Calderwood's
daughter Lorna Calderwood Polk, as
nurse, from tlie Maine General Hos
pital.
* • • •

Mr. and Mrs. George Staples, son
Myron of South Penobscot and Mrs.
Berry of Stocton were surprise
guests of Miss Evelyn Staples Sun
day.
Graduation exercises of the senior
class will be held at Glover hall, June
5, at 7.45. Kirk’s orchestra will fur
nish music for the exercises and tlie
ball following.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. McDonald ac
companied by Ralph Norwood mo
tored to Camden Sunday to spend the
day with Mr. and Mrs. J. Herbert
Gould.
One 'hundred persons attended the
community memorial services held
Jointly by Rev. H. M. Purington and
Rev. H. I. Holt at the Baptist Church
Sunday evening.
Mr. Purlngton’s
subject was “Memorials” and the
theme of Mr. Holt’s sermon. “Patriot
ism and Peace.’’ Tlie boys’ <*hoir
rendered “The Star Spangled Ban
ner” and .appropriate anthems.
The baccalaureate sermon will be
i delivered next Sunday evening by
! Rev. H. I. Holt at Congregational
Church and it will be a union service.
Several from town attended the
|
funeral services of the late Mrs.
(
Sara li Kaler held at Thomaston Mon
J
day afternoon.
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills has returned
from a two weeks’ ’visit witli rela
tives in R(n kliuid.
(’apt. and .Mrs. A. W. Demuth of
Miami. Ela. have reopened t heir
summer homeat Soutli Warren. Mrs.
Libliey will spend tlie next few
months theit* with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stahl -a<eompanied by Mr. ami Mrs. William
Partridge motored to lx?vant Sunday
to visit relatives.
Mrs. Dana Smith went to Portland

Memorial Sunday Observance
in < bservance of Memorial Sunday
the patriotic orders with the four
members of Lafayette Carver Post
G A R.. Veterans Calvin B. Vina’.
Albert B. Wooster. Stephen Colson
and Wooster S. Vinal. attended the
11.30 service at I’nion Church. Rev.
P J. Cliff ud spoke on "Grant. Sol
dier. Statestnan and Patriot," giving
a very able discourse. Tlie Grand
Army veterans of the Civil War.
gray with years but loyal as ever to
the spirit signified by this sacred
anniversary, were in tlie procession,
also World’s War Veterans. Sons of
Veterans. Lafayette Carver Corp*.
Ladies of tlie G A R. find Ladfes of
the American Legion auxiliary. The
decorati- ns of the J?lag. several ban
ners with cut flowers and ferns were
beautiful. There was special music
by the choir, a solo by Blanche Ham
ilton Kittredge and duet by Mrs.
Kittredge and Miss Lida Greenlaw.
The evening service was in charge
of the Ladies Auxiliary. A.L. Miss
Gwendolyn Green gave a talk on the
“Origin of the Poppy” with tlie fol
lowing program:
Scripture and
prayer by Miss Green: tableau.
America: tableau. Marseilles; soli,
“Houselights” Blanche Hamilton Kitredge. tableau, glanders Field: read
ing. America’s AJnswer, Mrs. (’ora
Peterson: Origin of the Poppy.”
Gwendolyn Green: solo. Mrs. Hazel
Cairlon Roberts: tableau. Making

over any other car priced over $12 00.
Such Preference

Proves Buick Value
Lewiston Buick Company
51 Park Street

Rockland

Mo day to attend the Grand Chapter Baptist Church Sunday Rev. Mr.
of the Eastern Star ami expects to Puringh n will speak on ’Waiting in
return today. Thursday.
| the i’pper Room." Wednesday eve
ning the subject for tlie service will
Mr. ami .Mrs. Alvalj Simmons \y<
be "Our Investments.”
at their bluebery farm in Aina for
Little Miss Patricia Ludwig of
the weekend.
Washington, is visiting with her
Miss Lillian Russell arrives from aunt .Mrs. £ainucl Norwood for a few
Boston t< (Lt.v to spend tlie holiday days.
E B. Hastings and Miss Florence
weekend with her mother .Mrs. Ilda
Russell.
Hastings were dinner guests Tuesday
At the morning meeting at the of Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood.

To Truck Owners
The McClaren Truck Tires
and Bus Balloons
Are Warranted for One Year Against Blowouts, Cuts, Bruises
And All Accidents
Special Commercial Prices Make These Tires
Cost You No More

McClaren Ajax Gold Bond Tires
The Tire With a Guarantee That Starts When Others Stop
Get Our Prices on the Famous Gould Storage Battery, Warranted
For Two Years Unconditionally

Brennan’s Service Station
ROCKLAND, ME.

COR. PARK ST. AND BROADWAY

one week for consultation, examina
tion of tlie eyes and fitting of glasses.
Appointments made by telephone or
otherwise.—adv.

FROM “THE OBSERVER”

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Saturday one of my tasks was Io
relay a telephone message to my men
folks who were at work in one of
She has views that are enchantiuff.
Of great mountains, that steep-slanting,
tlie fields planting corn and beans.
Lose their bases in old ocean's salty brine:
Enroute I saw many interesting
And of isles tlie prospect studding.
tilings which would be hard to
By which swift-whiged ships go scudding.
Leaving white-lined wakes behind them as transfer to paper by mere descrip
they fly;
tion. Along the side of the path
Of green hills, its border setting
large elumps of blue violets inter
Like a bright, enamelled fretting:
And
of
fields
and
forests
far
away;
mingled with wild strawberry. On
WANTED—A HEART
Of the famous Isle an Haul :
over the small bridge which spans
0, what I yearn for Is a heart.
And Mt. Desert's eastern glow.
But not a iheart for love;
At the twilight's flight and breaking of the the brook from which our farm
To feel the smart of Gupid's dart
day.
derives a part of Its name. IHere I
And coo like turtle dove.
always am inclined to linger and
She has drives the gods might, sigh for.
I do not want a manly heart.
And he glad to leave their seats on high for watch for trout and listen and wateh
With high desires to glow :
A spin along their winding 'way ;
the ripples as they take their way to
Or feel what friendship can impart,
She lias walks that maid and lover
t“he guiley and fields below.
And sympathy bestow.
Find it perfect bliss to cover
There is always a fascination for
In tlie fading hours of the day;
The heart for which 'I yearn Is not
She has quarries that for ages
me In running water, and tills brook
A man's nor yet a maid's
Were
like
hooks
with
uncut
pages
holds many tilings of interest for me
I only want a little heart
Put today are yielding up their store;
To trump that ace of spades.
through association. Here the chil
She has ships that sail all waters ;
Punt
She lias noble sous and daughters;
dren lof my own household fished,
lilipu
And a piople that, once meeting,
played, made dams and swimming
One is always fond of greeting
And would fain he glad to live with evermore. pools, floating around in an old
hogshead till) while their merry
■She has schools that noue can better:
voices were wafted in at tlie open
She has churches, where the letter
MOTHER. LOOK AT
And the spirit of tlie (iospel are made known . window as I worked at various duties.
THIS SNOWY
She can make tlie stranger feel as home like
In my mind is one picture which
At the Bay J’oint or the Thorndiko,
WASH! AND I
will always remain. As I glanced
And he easy at the Simpson, or'Grand View,
DIDN’T SCRUB
out the win&ow one October day. I
While at 'Crescent Beach a dinner
(i'ood enough for saint oj- sinner,
v saw big 'brother coming up the path
OR BOIL IT
Can he always had without ado.
with liis arm around little sister,
supporting her while lie was com
From a loving sense of duty
I have sung the charms and beauty
forting and trying to wipe tlie water
Of my little < ity, Rockland, hy the Sea :
from her face. She had fallen ill his
If you fain would prove my story
"swimming hole."
He promptly
Come and see It in its glory
And. like me, in love with It you'll be.
jum|>ed in and although hut little
•
W. O. Holman.
over eight years old had somehow
gotten out with her. Botli were fully
ORFF'S CORNER
clothed and could hardly walk beMrs. Lilin Webl,er is in Auburn tlie cause of their wet garments. Il
was a 'near tragedy hat no bad results
guest of lier sister Mrs. A. E. Earfe.
Mrs. .lames Hall I,as returned to followed and proved a lesson to them
Iter home in Elmore after a week's both.
As my eye followed the line of the
visit with her daughter Mrs. Albert
Inook many other incidents came Io
Elwell.
Leonard Stetson and family of mind. 1 shall always love this brook,
Thomaston were Sunday visitors at for aside from its near tragedy it
lias many pleasant memories. After
Kennetli Elwell's.
Calvin Bragg is in the U. S. .Marine crossing, nty way led past a beauti
ful grove of pine and its fborde^ strip
Hospital. Portland, for treatment.
'—and whiter clothes
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Waller and ' f wild forget-me-nots, then down a
HIS was the easiest washday I’ve , Mr. and .Mrs. Sidney Walter and soft green llield to tlie holder of
ground and here was
had since I've been married. How , daughter Ruth of Gardiner spent ploughed
dandelions in
all
their
! Sunday with their father Sanford ll.ize’s
Rinso’s thick suds soaked out the
delectable appeal as greens. 1 have
dirt! I didn’t need to do a bit of | Walter.
them In mind for next week—some
scrubbing or boiling. And just see | .Mrs. Clifton Berry and daughters . day, and I am using a hum butt
i .Madelyn and Anna of Newcastle i
how white the clothes are!
S|,ent Saturday witli her mother Mrs. ■ instead of his chunk of pork.
If one will only look at the little
“No more washboards for me. Annie Orff at Harold Aehorn's.
I’m changing to Rinso for good.”
A. H. Drown who lias been III for I parachutes tliat sail away on every
several months is now able to take/ passing breeze with a dandelion seed
A real thrift-soap
clinging at its base, it will be no
short walks about ,ltis place.
mystery why our lawns and fields
Rinso is all you need—even in hardest
are sprinkled witli dandelion gold.
water. No bar soaps, chips, powders,
BURKETTVILLE
N. M. R
softeners. Rinso gives twice as much
June 8 the Farm Bureau will meet
Member No. 4, N.C.C.
suds, cup for cup, as lightweight, with .Minnie Light, subject "Dressing
North Hope
puffed ■ up soaps. Rich, lasting suds. of Children." Miss Lawrence will lie
And Rinso is safe for your finest present. At this meeting pattern and
linens. Clothes last longer, for they instructions in sewing, and dressing Stomach Sufferers
don’t need to be scrubbed threadbare. children of all ages will be given
and it is earnestly hoped every
Have Bad Breath
The makers of 38 tvashers recom mother in the community who has
mend Rinso.
If you suffer stomach troubles you’re
little ones to sew for. will avail them
Marvelous
selves of the opportunity to be pres- guilty of bad breath. Mouth washes
for dishes, .
i ent, A cordial 'invitation is extend help but little. But — clean out your
too. Get the /<
The Grst, jtirea B
ed. A picnic dinner will l^e served
stomach with Tanlac and start it work
BIG pack- /(
and members are asked to furnish
ing right,and see howquickly bad breath
sandwiches
and
one
article
of
sweet
age today.
food, either cookies, cake or tarts. disappears along with your other
Remember, each member |s to take troubles. Money back guarantee.
MILLIONS USE RINSO one mother and her children.

2 to 1 Preference

uLilhlil..:'

ffplppies; solo, "Why Do They call
' With no battlements or walls.
. No castle towers or halls.
Them Buddies?” Blanche Kittredge;
No sculntured monuments of marble or of
symbolism of the Poppy. Miss
brass.
Ami no ruins, run to mould and weeds and Green; tableau. iStar Spangled Ban
grass :
ner: benediction. Committee for tlie
" ilh no galleries of art,
evening’s entertainment. Helen Has
Which play so grand a part
kell. Muriel Lane. Elva Teel, Cora
In the history of the cities of the past:
With no great cathedral spires
Peterson,
Hazel
Roberts,
Flora
Piercing Heaven's golden .files.
Brown.
With nothing old or grand.
By the moss-grown ages spanned:
With no history wortli telling.
Dr. W. C. Rich, optometrist, will he
Of tlie musty bygone smelling :
at Mrs. Mary L. Arty's. Vinalhaven.
Still there's naught so dear to me
Tuesday morning June 3. remaining
As this City by the Sea.
Shall I tell you why I love it?
And the things that go to prove it.
This little untamed city by the sea?
Well ! because of ’Maine’s fair daughters,
This my city by the waters'.
Is the very fairest, far to me.
Though I own the many graces
Of a score of other places
In t^e Pine Tree (State I call my own,
Not a single one. I know.
i
Would make any sort of show
Witli my city standing peerless and alone.

I

What a Proof
ofefficiency and economy!
What a Proof
of

trouble-free operation I

In a dramatic test to demonstrate the trouble

free

operation of General

Electric. Refrig

erators, the entire mechanism was

Of the hundreds of
thousands of owners
of General Electric

submerged in water —aud it still

Refrigerators

ran onl

not
What a Proof

1

has paid a cent

for service

of durability!
In General Electric Laboratorirs, tests
were conducted Io discover the dura

bility of the doors, latches anti hinges.
The tests were stopped after a (uriod

■
'
j
i

equivalent to

30 years of wear!

What a Proof
of reliability!

Tells mother secret
of easy washdays

The General Electric automatic freezing
control was tested ever,- V2 minute for a

period equivalent to I65 ,ears. At the end

of that lime, it was still going strong I

T

^OinsoP
W

’9

BUY ON THE BUDGET PLAN
Small down payment—
balance in I 2 or 18 months

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATOR
Jain us In lha General
Eledrle Hour broadcast
terry Saturday evenlnf
w a a natton-wido N. B.

C. network

Central Maine Power Company

_____

at any of

floras

THOMASTON

Public Flights at Camden, June 3

Two of these Great Ireland Amphibians will take up passengers from the Cam

den Yacht Club

TUESDAY, JUNE 3
4

*

Curtiss-Wright Flying Service
ter Christine and son Milton mo
GROSS NECK
tored to Boothbay Sunday.
Mr. anil Mrs. Clifford Winchanbach ; Miss Alice Simmons who has em
cf West Waldoboro were Sunday ployment at Car! Hilton's, Broad
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Win- |
Cove, spent the weekend with her
chenbach.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Sim•Alton Simmons bas returned home | mens.
from Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were in
Mrs. C. L. Eugley ppent the week- i Rockland Tuesday.
end with her daughter Mrs. Jrivnej1 Bred Waltz of Damariscotta was in
Genthner at Broad Cove.
I this place last week.
Mrs. William Gross visited Mrs.
Mrs. Carrie Wallace of Broad Cove
Elroy Gross Sunday at the village.
pent a few days last week with Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley. daugh , and Mrs. Frankie Simmons.

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

A sheriff wants him
for murder — Two
women want him for
love! An O. Henry
thriller made for lov
ers of nature and ro
mance.

All Talking
Outdoor Drama

tt

Every-Other-Day
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THE

EXAN
GARY COOPER
FAY WRAY
0.

QatMiou.nl picture

NOW PLAYING

VILMA BANKY
in

‘A LADY TO LOVE”

Capt. and Mrs. Earl Starrett are
spending a few days in Hortland. The
captain in his staunch steamer Gov.
Douglas will enter upon his season's
schedule June 1. carrying the mail
from Thomaston to Boothbay Harbor
via Monhegan.
Mrs. David Ronanyne is visiting
her,daughter in Lewiston.
Miss Maigaret Burke is very 111.
Clayton Oliver is visiting his
brother in Waldoboro.
Local fishermen report the alewive
catch as satisfactory this season.
Sanford Comery and family will
arrive in town tonight. They will be
accompanied by Miss Margaret Han
ley and friend.
Yacht Mattakeeset, Dr. George Lear
of Boston, owner, was launched from
the shop of C. A. Morse & Son Tues
day.
Miss Eveline Hilt of Portland Head
Light is the guest of her cousin, Miss
Edna Hilt.
Mrs, Nettie Seavey of Pleasant
Point Who has been visiting her
daughter Gladys Seavey, returned
home Tuesday.
Millard Gilmore is in Monroe visit
ing relaatives.
Baseball Wednesday — Thomaston
vs. Vinalhaven. The game was won
by Thomaston 13 to 4.
The funeral services of the late
John Richards will be held Sunday
at 2 p. m. from 2 Meadow road.

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In this column not to exceed !
three lines inserted once for 23 cents. 3 times
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six
words make * line.

Special

Memorial Day Week-End •

Lost and Found
LGST Between Park Theatre and Fuller-!
Cobb-Davis', Wednesday evening. glasses In
•"»»’ h*. i case. Reward If left at 8®CUR IT v
TRUST CO.__________________________ 64*66 .
LOST Black and white fountain pen be
tween R. H. B. and Main St. Return to
Ix'bster (it ill. Tillson Ave. or R. H. 8. Room
19__ Ml LIJE TARVIS.________________ 62*64
LOST Bunch of keys on steel ring between '
Rock|tort and Eastern Steamship wharf. Rock- .
land. Very important to loser. Return to
THE COURIER-GAZETTE Office.
64-66
LOST Yellow gold ring with opal setting. ;
between Broadway and -McLain Building. MRS.
it E. KOBIXSON, 14 Railroad Ave. Tel 606-R.
63-65

LOMA

9 ■

Today you apply LOMA—10 to
14 days hence your lawn is beauty
bright; the grass a rich healthy
green. With no more labor’ on
your part than is called for by a
mowing or watering.

Excursion to Boston
Here is an opportunity to take that trip you have been planning
to Boston at a special low round-trip fare. Four sailing dates from
Boston and extra return time limit from Maine ports until June 4.
Reservations should be made early.
f

Loma is as quick, easy and as
clean to use for vegetables as for
lawns and flowers and it gives big
ger, better vegetables and more of
them.

Music and Dancing on Board Steamers

I/OST White hound with brown and black
spots. Answers to name of Dick. Distin
guishing mark on left front paw— ridge where
paw was caught in trap: brown spot, diamond
shape, center of forehead.
Xotlfy A.
IDXES, '• Talbot Ave.. Rockland. Phone 576.
61*64
f\>UND— In V. A. Leach store, April 27. a
pin. Owner may have same by paying for
ad and proving property. Imiulre at 1*EA< Il’S
62*64

Wanted
WAXTED—Boy to do general work about
the place. MRS. W. O. FULLER, 45 Beech
St. Tel. 363.
64*66
WAXTED -Young man ambitious and will
ing. Apply to MANAGER. J. .1. XEWBERKY
CO., Rockland.
64-66
WAXTED - Roomers or Itoartlers. MRS. W. ,
S. KEXXISTOX, 176 Alain St. Tel. 874 W
__________ L_____________________ £i±f
WANTED Vour tb’htbarrels to
hi1
making afloat. J. M.
R., Box £41, Rock- j
land.
63*65'
WAXTUD -Boy of 15 wants work on farm
BOX 691. Spruce Head. Maine.
63-65
WAXTED Girt to dO vtnei.il lions, u. u |,
X'o cooking or washing. VVIXDSOR HOTEL.
63-tf .
WAXTED—Taxi driver at once. CLEVE-1
63-64 I
LAND HARVEY, 23 Park St,. City.
WAXTED—Orders taken for doughnuts
sugar, molasses and chocolate. Special prices
on large lots. MRS. W. A. FIFIELD, 98 Cedar
St. TeL 978-W.
WANTED—Position as maid to care for
children. Apply BOX 78, Tenant’s Harbor.
Me.
63*65
WAXTED-By June 1, position as truck
driver or truck helper, long distance trucking
preferred. BOX 443, Rockland.
62-64
WANTED—Girl’s bicycle. In good condition
MRS L. A. URtMSCETT. Tel. 618-Y. 62-64
WAXTED—Strong woman to work on
laundry July and August. Work done by <
electricity.
Tel. 18-23. MRS. LUX ETTE
WLXUAJ’AW, East I'nlon, Me.
62*64 •

(GOING AND RETURNING)

REDUCED ROUND-TRIP FARES
From

Bangor......................... $8.20
Belfast................................ 7*50
Camden................................ 7.05

From
Rockland..................... $6.85
Bar Harbor
.... 10.65
Brooklin
..................... 9.50

Lomais for lawns, flower and
vegetable gardens.

Correspondingly reduced fares from all other landings

Going Dates and Return Limits

J. A. KARL

Excursion tickets are good going, May 29; good
returning, on steamers leaving Boston until
June 4, inclusive

&C0.

Comfortable staterooms suitable for two persons, each way $2.30 and up
(A limited number of bedrooms)
i

ROCKLAND,

For tickets and reservations apply Wharf Office

EASTERN

63-65

The plays 'King of the Book Case’’
and "The Raggedy Girl’s Dream" will
lie presented by pupils of Miss Adelyn
Bushnell In Thomaston Hifh School
CAMDEN
assembly hall next Tuesday even in
at 7.30 o’clock, for the benefit of the
The Memorial Day exercises will be local troop of Girl Scouts. It will be
under the charge of the Arey-Heal an i njoyable performance.
Post, American Legion. Don’t forget
The following plans have been
..
j
to put Old Glory out brifjht and early. made for Memorial Day: A parade
Eggs and Chicks
□Ummer Cottages and DOara
Mrs. Gilbert Bryant enters the em will leave the head of Knox street
BABY SHUCKS SIR ADR A. A. From care
if you have a cottage to let or oeaire sum fully selected range raised blood-tested stock
ploy of Burkett's Bakery this week. at 12.13, daylight time, and march to
mer hoarder! adve-tlse the fact tn thia pa
noted for size, rteor and high egg production.
Quite ' a large delegation from the mall where a wreath will he
per where thousands will read of It
These chicks are the best that science and
Malden Cliff Rebekah Lodge went placed on the Soldiers’ Monument anil
FOR SALE Small cottage at i.Meguntlcook experience- can produce. Grade A utility
to Tenant’s Harbor yesterday to at prayer offered by Rev. H. S. Kilborn.
Lake. Good Ashing. Price low for quick sale. chicks from $11.im) per 1 99 up. Growlug
tend the district meeting of the Re The line of march will then continue
Write "W" care The Courier-Gazette.
62-tf Chicks. Chicks well started are half raised.
We are offering a few hundred two or three
bekah Lodges ot District 1C. Supper to the cemetery where a wreath will
TO LET -For the season at Owl’s Head, fur week old chicks at very reasonable prices;.
nished 7-room house, and garage, nearshore. 100 per cent delivery guaranteed. Write
was served a: 6 o’clock and the de be placed upon the monument to tlie
Apply MRS. R. 8. WHITE, Owl's Head.
for price list and folder. CANFIELD
grees were conferred at the evening soldiers buried there, and a brief ad
62*64 today
HATCHERY, 33 State road, Lexington, Mass.
session.
dress will be made by Rev. Huber
64-lt
FOR SALE Or to let. eight room summer
Mrs. A. E. Greenlaw entertained F. Leach. The Rockland Band will
cottage at Ingraham Hill, all modem improve
ments. Applv to t ROCKETT S BABY SHOP.
the ladies of the Baptist Society yes head this parade which will include
363 Main St.
60-7H
terday afternoon at. her home. It the remaining Civil War Veterans.
WAXTED—Strong woman to work on
j.x)R SALE Or to let summer cottage at Y'our order received today and Chicka
was the last meeting for the summer Spanish War Veterans, members f
laundry July and August. Work done by elec Ingraham Hill. 6 furnished rooms, electric sent out tomorrow. R. I. Reds, stake
session.
the American Legion, members of tricity. Tel. 18-23. MRS. LUXETTA MIX lights. cttY water, nice view of harbor. A barDean’s Orchestra will furnish music Battery F. Coast Artillery Company. UAPAW, East Union, Me.
62*64
If sold at once. G. A. TARR. TeL 614M or tested, 100% free, for May delivery^.
55-tf $16 per 100, or $75 for 500. We deliv
for a dance at Tranquility Grange Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts. The use
WANTED^ At once married man to work 232-W.
TO LET—At Owl's Head 7 loom furnished er chicks lo your door. V. R. WOODS
hall. Lincolnville, next Tuesday eve of flags along the route will attest on farm, (mod location for right partv. E
L. KOSTER, Box 443. Rockland. TeL 277-W.
cottage, electric lights, two-car garage for
ning.
your sympathy and e^pperation.
69*65 month of August. NELSON B. COBB, at MAN & SON, Winterport, Me. Te$.
56-tf
D. J. Dickens. George Conant and
Mrs. Daniel Winchenbach of Wal
46-f
WAXTED—Automobile generator and start FullerCnlib Davis,
Elber: M. Crosby will attend the 24th : doboro is the guest of her niece, Mt
er work. Brushes in stock for all cars. Arma
KVK SALK—Furnished outlaw al Cresceui
VINALHAVEN A. ROCKLAND
annual convention of the State oft William Belasco.
tures titled and undercut for garages at Reach. All modern Improvements. LEXA
STEAMBOAT CO.
reasonable
rates.
Complete
automotive
elec

K
SARGkNT.
Tel.
984
or
SS6-M.
52-tf
Maine Postofflce Clerks to be held in
Mrs. William Loucks entertain- ' trical service. HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc. Next
Waterville Friday of this week.
the St. John, the Baptist Guild Wed to Ford Agt-ncy.
5’i-tf
WINTER aaaaNGEMENT
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dearborn are nesday evening in her home.
Steamer leaves Swan’a Island at 5.30 A. M.
WAXTED—To loan money on auto, house
For Sale
Stonlngtoa
6.25, North Haven T.25, Vinal
guests in Bangor of her brother, B.
Fales Circle. Ladies of the G.AJt. hold furniture, diamonds, etc. Iuterest 3 per
FOR SALE 24 foot power boat. 22 h. p. haven 6.15, due to arrive at Rockland atom.
W. Thomas.
attended in a (btfily thb serviced., t ent per month on unpaid balances. KNOX engine.
(31ARLES
IIEX
’
DEKSOX,
Thomaston.
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Postofflce.
The flower boxes, one of the attrac the Baptist Church Sunday night
64-tf
Return—Leaves Ackland at 1.36
A '
52-tf
tive features of the village, will be
Mrs. Herbert A. Merry Iras received
FDR SALE*-Buick M Six 4 pass. coupe Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, SUh
lngton
at
4.40;
due
to
arrive
at
8wans
Island
,
placed on the electric light poles the word of the death of her son’s wife
1927. Extra good. MRS. A J. HIXES, WarTo Let
64*69 about 6.00 P. M.
ren. M e. Tel. Warren 3-22.
first of next month. The Camden n Beverly. Mass.
132-tf
TO LET - (Seven room apartment, all modFOR SALE Easy Washer with dryer, good
Garden Club has charge of the work.
Mrs. E. S. Ffford of Fnion is visit rn.
with sun porch, corner Olar and Brew trade, crib. Iron bed, fireplace set.
MRS.
Mrs. E. Frank Morrow has returned ing her niece Mrs. Mary Luce.
ster Sts.. opposite Science Church. Apply at WILBUR ( ROSS. 27 Chestnut St. Tel. 1043-R.
MEN’8 SHOP. Park St.
64-tf
from a visit in Boston and vicinity.
63-65
pffifoTfr every grave
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Lee of
TO LET -Four loom unfurnished apartment.
FOR (SAIJ> Large house, ell and garage,
An investigation into the fire'-on Bath, pas stove. $5 per week : parage. $5 per
26 A. land, electric lights, water and tele- 1
Boston are spending a few days in
board
the
yacht
Carolina
2nd
at
Dunn
month extra. V. F. (STUDLEY. 69 Park St
phone,
situated
In
village
nea<
schools,
town.
tS-tf churches, railroad and lakes.
A- Elliot’s wharf brought out the in Tel. 1080.
Ideal for
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Bryant. Mr.
TO LET- Apartment 57 B Park St.. 4 rooms summer home or boarders. Price right. Other
formation that the boat had wi ntfc ed
and Mrs. Irving Johnson and Mrs.
and bath, private entrances. Apply 89 PARK places all sires. M. B. MILLER, -East Union,
63*65
63*65 Me.
Kate Bachelder of Melrose. Mass., at the wharf of Charles A. Morse & ST. Tel. 438-J.
FOR SALE Aieat rabbits, alive or dressed.
are spending a week at Lake Me- Son; that it had been launciiafT a
TO LET A real home. Six room house
few days before and some repairs freshly painted and papered, plenty of cup DONALD FARRAXD. Tel 179-R.
63*65
gunticook. Leon JoWhson and .party
Embody tacrod momorito. They
made upon it. (Monday the t;Alks boards and closets, lights, verv handy. MRS
FOR SALK- Beagle hound pups, 6 weeks
will arrive for the weekend.
MABEL RAWLEY, 130 Main St. Tel. 676-LM old. LELAND HAWKINS, Ingraham Hill.
•ra tha avidanca of laving
were
filled
with
gasoline
preparatorjMrs. W. E. Gill ‘lias returned to
63-65 < Itv. Tel 1184 M
thoughtfulnaaa.
j Boston after spending a few weeks to the buat sailing the next flay.— A
TO LET At 23 Franklin St.. Rockland, up
FOR SALE- Or to let, 4 room house In ,
light leak was noted in- the pipe stairs apart., 4-rooms. lights, toilet, with or
at Carmonwill. Lake Meguntieook.
Donohue Court, electric lights, rent $13 month. '
Skilled in tho eraft of memorial
without parage. MRS. DAVID OSIER. 45 price 6120H. FRKIH-.RN'K U. WALTZ. 165
Two of the big Ireland amphibians during the filling and fire from some Clinton
Ave.. Waterville, Me.
62*67 Bromlway. Tel, 392-M._______________ 62-64
ouree unknown corning in contact
making, wa are ready to aarvo
| or flying brats of the Curtiss Flying
TO LET Two or three rooms, furnished or
FOR SALE Tomato plants. MRS. W. .1
yaur every need.
Service will take up passengers Tues- with the fumes caused the accident. unfurnished. Inquire 37 WILLOW ST. or
ROBERTSON, 20 (.leason St., Thomaston. Me.
In making his escape from the cabin. TeL 312-M.
1 day frem the Camden Yacht Club.
62-64
62*64
Capt. Nolan was severely burned.
TO LET —Furnlahed aparttmi.' of two
FOR SALE Tan spring coat, skunk collar,
Some of the crew escaped in their rooms, or single rooms, all tuo-lern. HILL
Wm. E. Doraan & Son,
size 38. Also tan hat. navy coat. Good con
TENANT’S HARBOR
DANE
Tel. 427-R.
61-tf dition. Ix)W price. TEL 257.
night clothes. The captain Is noivfal
62*64
his home in Philadelphia. The tipat
TO LET Two furnished rooms for light
SALE—Beautiful old fashioned, marble
Inc.
Charles Hathorn of Waltham. was formerly owned fiy Dr. Deader, housekeeping. Adults only. E. X. SYLVES topFORchamber
set; anotlwr bed. mattress,
59-tf springs, feather be<l; almost new Kltcnen
! Mass., is spending the week with his a summer resident of Waldoboro. TER. 23 Cedar St. Tel 804-.I.
EAST UNION, ME.
TO LET—-Seven room apartment, modern range, dishes, many useful things, some
| mother Mrs. Lydia Hathorn.
While nothing definite has been de conveniences,
ItTtf
garage. $27.50 per month. V. F. antiques. ALMON W. RICHARDS. Rockport.
Mrs. Ella Alley has returned home cided the boat may be repaired.
61-tf
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
58-tf
from Waltham having Igeen a guest
The
Thomaston
High
School
FUR SALE—1923 Kurd coupe, nood con
TO LET Tenement of 6 rooms. Spring St.
of her son Bernard the past two Alumni banquet will fie held In Applv 69 BEECH ST Tel. 42 W.
Can be seen at 19
57-tf dition, new rubber.
TRAVERSE BY.
S3»65:
j months.
Mrs. Alley’s eyesight is Watts hall. June 12 with Leon Leigh
tage house on Camden St.;
! slightly improved since her opera ton of the Knox Hotel, caterer. Any also 4 room apartment on Summer St. Apply
FDR SALE -Snapdragons. Asters, Pansies,
Hand Made Floral Designs for
Zinnias, Marigolds. Petunias, Ten Weeks
tion.
one who has attended the Thomas MRS. FROST. 8 Summer St. TeL 318-R.54-tf Stock. Carnations and Tomato Plants.
Memorial Day, Wreathe, Pillows,
Misses Price and Dolan arrived ton High School for two or more
( HARLES E. WADE. 70 Waldo Ave. Tel.
Crosses, Sprays and Stars. Prices
TO LET—Apartment furnished or unfur
Tuesday at their summer cottage.
63-65
years Is eligible, and those who have nished. DAVID RUBENSTEIN, 6 Talbot Ave. •31 -W.
Reasonable. B. M. STAPLES, 40
Naomi Chapter. O.E.S.. in a body not received their notice please applv
FDR SALE—Three-burner oil stove, with
48-tf
Willow St. Tel. 312-W
62-63
oven. In good condition. MRS. J. Y. SUL
attended the funeral services of the to Miss Harriet Burgess, secretaryTO LET—Well furnished apartment of three LIVAN. 183 Pleasant St. Tel. 424-W.
59-tf
late Martha Bachelder, which were treasurer.
rooms with toilet, piazza, shed and two private
i
FDR SALE—-25 ft.xG ft. Hacker design V
held Tuesday at the Glenmere
Thomaston will play ball with entrances. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578-W.
50-tf bottom runabout, cedar plank, double cockpit,
Church.
6-40 Gray motor. New last year. Also Two
Rockland Saturday afternoon at 3
Now Specializing in
TO LET—Apartm.nl in Btekn.II block New (’lass B Ac C Outboard Racers, single
Mr. and Mrs. Freelyn Smalley and o’clock in Rockland. A smart :ame
Apply to I! II. SMITH, Thorndike & Hix step, all mahogany. Designed from two of
son Albert of Medford, Mass., spent is looked for.
Lobster Up, Tel. 208.
52-tf the fasrest models In the country. QUINN
Live Broilers, Fowl, Hen
a few days last week at their cottage
BROS., Eagle, Me.____________________ 59-76
• • • •
nery Eggs, Dressed Poultry
at IFogarty’s Corner. They were
FDR
SALE
—
Six-room
bouse
at
Pleasant
Model for Teddy Bear
There is much of superstition hov
accompanied on the trip by Mrs.
Garden, water in sink and 2 lots of land. $1350,
Excellent ealesmanship, prompt
ering
over
the
number
13
and
many
The
Teddy
bear,
named
in
honor
to be sold as rent. V. F. STUDLEY, by Park
Emma Torrey* wTto has been passin
return., financial responsibility
St.
57-tf
people
shun
connection
with
it,
hut
of Theodore Itoosevelt, was de
the winter in Massachusetts and
has assured our ehippere for 20
FDR
SALK
—
Hardwood
fltte<l,
$14;
junks,
m
t
so
with
Barbara
Lindsey,
whose
signed
to
resemble
the
koala,
a
Connecticut.
years, a perfect guarantee of satis$12: long, $in . fitted limbs, $10; fitted soft
13th birthday anniversary occurred small Australian animal that isn’t
wood and slabs, $8; also lumber. T. J. CARfactioh. Weekly shipments want
ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
55-tf
Your rug problems can ne settled Monday night. iA dozen of her young a bear at all. . It is a cute little
ed. Reference: Federal National
beast,
but
belongs
to
the
same
anl
girl friends were invited to meet at
with satisfaction guaranteed by call
FOR SALE—Dining table and six chairs
Bank.
mal
family
as
the
opossum.
with leather bottoms, fumed oak. TEL. 101-R.
ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock her home to celebrate the occasion.
35*tf
street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your The table was adorned In colors of
W. F. Wyman & Co.
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descriptions
Mo.t People Are Hone.t
rugs and return them promptly, like pink, white and yellow and a birth
4 FANEUIL HALL MARKET
in Rockland A large list of summer cottages.
new
124-tf day cake with its 13 pink and white
The files of the Associated Credit In fact all kinds of real estate. Come and
BOSTON, MASS.
candles made an attractive sight.
Men of New York show that 98 talk over my list If you wish to buy. ROBERT
37Th-tr
U.
COLLINS,
375
Main
St.
Tel.
77.
52-tf
The Independent Coal Co. an- .Mirth provoking games were played per cent of all retail charge cus
FDR SALE— Five room bouse, Stanley
nounces the- arrival of a cargo of and throughout the evening joy held tomers are honest, although many
Lane, good condition, cellar, no modern Im
Gifts were presented the of them are negligent in paying
extra fine Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre sway.
provements, double lot land. $160(1. Can be
young hostess. The guests included
paid as rent with small payment down. V. F.
coal which is now ready for deliv
bills.—American Magazine.
STUDLEY, 69 Park St, Td. 1080.
52-tf
Charles ferry, Albert iHall, Donnld
ery.—adv.
Anderson. Kenneth Keyes. Woodrow
On Hi. Chest
Verge, Ann Jacobs, Robert Stone
Miscellaneous
The gob was worrying. "Tell me
Evelyn Stevens. Ruth Mossman
Since 1840 this firm hu
ANY TOllAI’t'o IIAKIT. easily. Inexpcnabout
it,
”
said
his
pal.
“
Get
it
off
Ellie Johnson. Dorothy Perry.
MICKIE SAYS—
overcome with pleasant root. Send
faithfully served the famlllea
your chest.” “I wish I could,” slvdy
address. R. M. STOKES. Mohawk, Florida.
Church night of the Baptist Church
of Knot County
groaned the gob. "I've got ’Mar64*lt
was held in the vestry Tuesday eve
LADY ATTENDANT
gurite’ tattooed and the girl l’ui
NOTICE—This is t«) inform all persons
ning. One hundred and twenty-five engaged to is named ‘Helen.’ ”
AU. LETTERS WITH STUFF
Tel. Day 480)
781-1
that at'tei fids date I will be responsible for
members and
friends gathered
FOR. THE PAPER SHOULD 0E
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
no bills contracted by other than myself.
Tlie
exercises
consisted
of
a
piano
MERTON
K.
AMES.
Rockland,
JMay
29.
SIGHED, WOT THAT WE'LL
Crying Need
64*66
solo fcy Miss Elizabeth Creighton and
PRIIJT YHR. WAVE, BUT SO
Brains
were
made to think with,
LIGHTNING Is nothing to be fooled with. |
two
selections
by
the
church
quartet
WE WILL KMOW WHO THE
Are you sure your radio antenna Is properly
Three ‘minute reports from the vari Exercise them, and not altogether
ROCKLAND, ME.
eOLfrRJBLrTOFL 1S»
proected bv an approved appliance. Call 721
ous church organizations followed the arms and legs merely. Is there
and our Service Man will look your installa
ALL PAPERS HAVE TWS RULE
no
mental
term
to
correspond
with
tion
over
and
tell
you
the
Cost
of
proper
pro

which were very Interesting and in
tection. This estimate given without charge.
forming. A feature of interest was "athletics”?—St. Louis Globe-Dem HOUSE-SHBKlMAA, Inc., Electrical Spe
cialists^^
59-tf
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
the salutation of one of the oldest ocrat.
members both in years and service
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls
Making
Friends
built
and
repaired;
all
kinds
off
lawn
work,
-Miss Harriet (Levensaler whose mem
the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
The art of making friends, says by
bership dates from June 3, 1863, when
TON, 54 Brewster Sf. Tel. 467.
58*69
she was baptized by Rev. B. F. Shaw, a well-known writer in the Ameri
Will pay Higheat Price
USED CARS BOUGHT AND SOLD, at 198
pastor at the time. Refreshments can Magazine, consists In doing
Park St. F, P. KNIGHT.
53-tf
No lot too large; none too small
were served and a very social hour graciously and quickly nnd cheer
MONEY TD LOAN od 1st and 2nd mort
fully the things which will make gages. KNOX FINANCE CO., 16 School St.
followed.

steamship

lines

Time
2 00, 6.45, 8.45
Saturday
Continuous
2.00 to 11.00

MONTE BLUE

NOW
SHOWING

“ISLE OF ESCAPE”

Memorials

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

It doesn’t matter—you’ll get the biggest laugh
of your life when you see

CHAS. MURRAY

BURPEE’S

LIVE POULTRY

as

“CLANCY IN WALL STREET”
also
Colortone Revue
Buck & Bubbles Comedy
Sport Light
Cartoon
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Evening Show Starts Daily at 6.45 Eccpt Saturday When the
Opening Hour is 6.30, Daylight Time

Home of

A Publix Theatre

Paramount Pictures

Tel. 403

others happy.

KILLS RATS ANO MICE
WITHOUT WON
K-R-0 (Kills Rats Only), the
largest selling exterminator in Amer
ica, won’t harm dogs, cats or poultry.
The first successful product to use
squill, an ingredient recommended by
U. S. Government as sure death to
rats and mice but harmless to any
thing else. K-R-0 destroyed 578
rats over night on the Arkansas
State Farm. Sold by all druggists
on a money back guarantee.

Chinese and Liquor

Liquor legislation has existed In
Chinn for thousands of years, one
ancient ordinance forbidding more
than three persons drinking to
gether without special cause and
license.
About Necks

The only neck that causes au
dible dfstress is the neck that is so
far beyond first aid that all that
can he prescribed for it Is a col
lar.—Woman’s Home Companion.

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
Wa want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, care of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
try raiser.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

.

BABY CHICKS

FOR SALE

SHOWS.

Daylight

MAINE

TEL. 745-W

Opp, postofflce.
52-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws and
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST.
Td. 1919,_____________
5$-tf

LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland flair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders

solicited. II. C. RHODHS. Tel. 519-J.
52-tf
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
ttid estates, up-to-date property, In the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
•is what you want ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
fast. Me.
52-tf

Call Warren, Me. 2-3

’

•r write, care of

C. W. McKellar
Warren, Me.

IN-II

Seven gallons or more delivered to
your nearest railroad station.

$2.37 per Gallon
or delivered at your house by the
agent at—

$2.50 per Gallon
Thia paint is guaranteed by the
manufacturer—one of the largest
paint making firms in the country
—The Davis-Farm and Home
Paint Co. of Kansas City.

HARRY CARR
LOCAL AGENT
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Tel. up to 8 A. M. 946. Evg’s 8841

81Th70

Feet Hurt?
TRY A PAIR
OF OUR FAMOUS

ARCH SHOES
Super Special, at

$2.85
Royal Shoe Stores, Inc
286 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
NEVER UNDERSOLD
Mail and Telephone Orders Filled

46Th55

NEW HATS FOR OLD
Let ue renew your Hat with our
modern Hoffmanl
Straws, Felts, Panamas
Cleaned and Reblocked

PROMPT SERVICE

PHILIP SULIDES
Main St.,

Opp. Strand Theatre

56thcn58Th-ltf

BOATS FOR SALE
36 ft Cabin Power Boat. 8 ft. boon
3 tt. draft, 4 cylinder. 4 eycle ongine wit
full edOiement In first ctnss condition.
17 ft Yacht Tender, finished in brl|h
wood and varnished combings, deck tn
Interior, slotted seats. 4 cycle douhl
cylinder. Buffalo Motor, Carlyle Johnso
reverse gear, nearly naw.

71 J* Sailing Oory, built by Graves <
Marblehead. New sears, sails and rig
ajng. A good sailer, in first-class con
dltion.
These boats may be seen at
Lincolnville Beach

RUSSELL P. AMES
There Are 33 Reasons
Why It Pays To Belong to tha

Reference: Any Poultry Raiser
Ui-tf

By Appointment—Tel. 136

Telephones 1298; Rasidenca

Direct from the manufacturer to
the consumer. You save the job
ber's, wholesaler’s and retailer’s
profits.
> »

'
4

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS 55 L£'roek 8‘,.
Osteopathic Physician
Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN ST- ROCKLAND

BUY YOUR
PAINT

Graduate of Amarlcazi School of
Oeteopath}

MAINE

AAA
Automobile Ass’n
R. A. WEBSTER
Local Representative

TEL. 664

ROCKLAND

47then49Th-tf

Every-0 ther-Day
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Capt. Ross (Wilson is due to arrive
shortly in New York and will be in
Boston June 9. planning to visty
relatives in Thomaston and Rockland
shortly thereafter. It will be Capt.
Wilson's first visit home in two
years.
He has been transferred
from the Orient to Ills former -ship
the Kentuckian, and his future trips
will he from either Boston or New
York to the Pacific Coast through
In addition to personal notea recording|
Mrs. Fred B. Whitcomb of Brooklyn the Canal.
departures and arrivals, tlais department espe
cially desires Information of social liappenlngs, is the guest iof ,her mother, Mrs.
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or Sarah Pillsbury, Ingraham Hill, for
Mrs. Flora Fernald of Beech street
telephone nlll be gladly received.
several weeks. Mrs. Whitcomb is
TfLFPMONE ____________ ____ -__ ________ W» uccom-panled by her daughter, Mrs. was hostess to the Chummy Club
Harold Hughes of W'est Medford, Tuesday evening, with Mrs. Emerson
Sadler and Mrs. Nathan Witham as
Miss Caroline Littlefield enter Mass., who will be Joined on Memorial
special guests. Honors in cards were
Day
by
Mr.
Hughes
and
Miss
Helen
tained at supper .Monday evening
won by Mrs. E. W. Freeman and Mrs.
with Mrs. W A. Walker of Castine I Whitcomb.
Sadler.
and Mrs. Ruth MeBeath, who has yojcently returned from a winter' In'
Mrs. Fredericks Weeks entertained
Mrs. Ernest Gamage entertained
Pasadena, Calif., as honor guests.;
the Breakfast Bridge Club Monday,
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper carrying off the IHandy Six Club at her home on
Crescent street last evening.
Harry Smith who is employed In the honors.
Bath was a weekend guest of his
Vernon Wilson of Providence,
family at his Warren street home.
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. St. Clair, Mrs.
Effie Walsh and Eddie Gross left by spent the weekend with his wife,
Mrs. Katherine Studley is In New motor this morning for Worcester, who is making an extended visit with
York.
where they will be the guests of Mrs. her parents Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Edward Ixing and Mrs. Cora Gross. Colburn. Mr. Wilson was accom
Mrs. John Snow and Mrs. Harold On the return trip they will visit panied by C. F. Spaulding of Provi
Kackliffe have returned home after friends in Haverhill, Mr. St. Clair’s dence who was house guest of Miss
Hortense Wilson, Thomaston.
spending a week in Portland, visiting former home.
___
X
»
---friends and relatives. Mrs. Snow
When Mrs. Robert Magune went
completes her two weeks' vacation'
Mrs. R. H. House left Wednesday to the First Baptist parlors Monday
from the telephone office Monday.
for Salem, Mass, to spend Memorial evening, she thought she was to at
Day.
Mrs. John Pomeroy entertained the
tend a committee meeting. Enter
ing the room she found 35 members
Sewing Club Tuesday evening,
Miss Adelaide Holmes has been at of Opportunity iCla$s gathered to ob
iaikcwood attending the annual con serve her birthday, with Mrs. Clara
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Boody of Port
vention of chief operators and execu Emery ready with a gracious speech
land who have been guests of Mr. and
tives of the telephone company.
The surprise was
Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan, have returned There were between 75 and 100 In of welcome.
planned by Mrs. Gladys Mills. Mrs.
to Winthrop where they are spend
attendance. Discussion of telephone F. O. Reach, Mrs. Clara Gregory and
ing the summer.
problems was Interspersed with Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald who
various entertainments and sports.
composed the committee in charge.
Mr-. T. C. Stone arrived yesterday
The program, under the direction of
from Augusta where she had been the
(Mrs. Robert Briggs of Malden, Mrs. Lillian 'Joyce, consisted of vocal
guest of friends for a few days.
Mass., Is the guest of her daughter. solos by Mrs. Hazel Atwood, vocal
----\ Mrs. Ivan Cunningham, Granite duets by Mrs. Atwood and Mrs.
Mrs, Edith Chetwynd, who attained street.
tJoyce, and piano iduets by Mrs. Ma
her 85th birthday yesterday, flew to
gune and Mrs. Joyce. Refreshments,
Vinalhaven to celebrate the event. / Mrs. Harold Burgess was hostess featuring birthday cake, were served
She was accompanied by Mrs. Job to the Monday Club at her Megunti- from a table festive 'in pink and
Cunningham who with Mrs. Chet cook Igike cottage.
white decorations. Master Carleton
wynd will be guests of relatives over
Gregory and Helen Mills assisting in
the weekend. Mrs. Ivan Cunningham
At the annual meeting of the Wo serving. Stunts and games were en
of this city and mother, Mrs. Robert man's Association of the Congrega joyed for the remainder of the eve
Briggs of Malden, Mass., also flew tional Church yesterday these officers ning. and Mrs. Magune who is a
to Vinalhaven yesterday, returning at were elected: President, Mrs. La valued member of Opportunity Class
once.
’
forest Thurston; vice president. Mrs. was presented with a very handsome
Charles Merritt; secretary. Mrs. H. picture of "The Good Shepherd.”
The Independent Coal Co. arii B. Fales; treasurer, Mrs.'B. B. Smith; The presentation was made by Mrs.
nounces the arrival of a cargo of chairman church aid. Mrs. J. E. MacDonald, her original verses being
extra fine Lehigh and Wilkes-P.arre Stevens; chairman circle suppers, apt for the occasion. Rev, J. Charles
coal which is now ready for deliv Mrs. Frank C. Norton; chairman re MacDonald and daughter Gwendolyn
were special guests.
lief sewing, Mrs. Kennedy Crane.
ery.—adv.

Mrs. Neil A. Fogg, who has been on
an extended "visit in California and
Chicago, arrives home the latter part
of the week.
.
-ii-

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cottrell of Fram
ingham. Mass., arrive tonight to be
guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Cottrell
over Memorial Day.
Mrs. E. L. Sargent has returned
from Boston where she was called
by the illness of her mother, Mrs.
George Kneeland who is very* ill in a
Boston 'hospital. The latest report is
that Mrs. Kneeland’s condition is
somewhat improved.

Master
Knott
Rankin.
better
known ;as “Sam Jim,” was host to
eight young friends Tuesday after
noon to observe his 6th birthday.
Games were played until the refresh
ment hour, when an abundance of
goodies was served from a table gay
with spring decorations. A birthdaycake proudly bearing six candles was
the center of attraction, and each
guest was presented with caps and
other favors. The guests were David
and Billy Bicknell. George Staples,
Lee Barnard, Howard Edwards Har
old and Hebert Marston and Robert
Crouse.

$8.00

The Season’s Models In

Miss Mabel Pillsbury has returned
from a visit in Boston and Portland.

Mrs. Irene Johnson of Dorchester,
Mass., arrives today to be the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hanscom,
Masonic street over Memorial Day.
Arthur Witham of Damariscotta
Mills was in the city Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Tirrell and
Mrs. Mildred May spent the weekend
in Boston.

TO BE MARRIED JUNE 25

Mrs. R. H. Britt, Summer street,
entertained the Itooevik Club Tues
day afternoon.
»

to

Mrs. W. A. Walker who has been
the guest of Miss Caroline Littlefield
for two weeks leaves today for
Castine for the summer.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Bay (Anna
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hunter at The
There will be no card party at the
belle Hurd) have arrived from Tela, Highlands are to have as guests over
Honduras, C. A., and are at the home Me morial Day and the weekend Mr. BPW roc ms Friday evening.
of |V H. Hurd, Ash Point. Mr. Bav and Mrs iWilliam Gray and son of
Everett Kalloch, who has been
is having a two months’ vacation from Windsor and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
spending the winter with his sister,
his duties as chief radio operator Tasker and children of Bradford.
Mrs. Lewis »A. Dewar, in Medfield,
with the United Fruit Co. Mr. and
Mrs. Bay’s pets are attracting con
Mrs. Gertrude Berry of Brookline, Mass., has returned home and will
<be with his sister, Mrs. Wesley Post,
siderable attention—a four months’ Mass., jis to
the guest of Mr. and
old baboon bearing the name of Mrs. J. A. Burpee, Main street, for during the summer.
“Mona,” and a macaw.
•
the holiday and weekend.
Mrs. Emma Collins has been the
guest of friends in Stonington.

$4.50

□ate Sat For Nuptials—Bride-to-be
Is W«ll-Known Here

Irving Furlong of Boston arrives
the last of the week for a short
vacation, and will be the guest of
his aunt. Mrs. George W. Ames, 68
Oliver street.

Miss Df.rothy B. Roberts, daugh
ter of Mr. ami Mrs. Harold Roberts
of No. 1112 Park avenue, New York
City, has selected Wednesday, June
25, as the date of her marriage to
Donald Scantlebury Macdonald, son
Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Marsh and of Mr. and Mrs. Julin Scantlebury
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Hewett Macdonald of No. 260 West 72nd
entertained at supper and cards street.
,
,
Tue sday evening at the Marsh home.
The ceremony, which will take
There were three tables in play. As place at -I o’clock in the afternoon,
the fourth wedding anniversary of will be performed by the Rev. Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lawrence fetf tlfreit Grant (Walton, pastor of the
on that date, Mrs. Lawrence was Congregational church,
Stamford.
presented with a bouquet of roses.
Conn., at No. 12 East S«th street.

Deauville Sandals
Gay, young, voguish. Interwoven leather
6andals in the new shades and styles—
just received! They’re the genuine, im
ported Deauville Sandals. Feather-light
and cool. Handmade and comfortable.

Offered in smart strap effects and oxfords
—Cuban and medium high heels. Ex
clusive designs at our shop—with the
name signed on the soles.

McLAIN SHOE STORE
Rockland

New York City and will be followed
by a reception.
Miss Roberts, who will be given in
marriage by her father, will have
her sister-in-law, Mrs. John Cobb
Roberts, for her only attendant.
John Dodds Macdonald will be his
brother’s best man. and the ushers
will be John Cobh Roberts, brother
of the bride, and William F. Howard.
The wedding will he attended by the
families and intimate friends.
Miss Roberts attended the LowHeywood School in Staipford. Conn.,
and later finished at the Gardner
School, New York City. Mr. Mac
donald. who was graduated from
Cornell University, class < f 1926, is
a member of Delta Tau (Delta fra
ternity.

Greeni Discount Stamps Given By
CRlt HARDWARE CO.
A very completi stock of Up-to-the-Minute Hardware — Fishing Tackle,
Cutlery, Arms a id Ammunition. Our well stocked and equipped work
shop and our expert workmen handle all manner of Sheet Metal, Stove,
Furnace and Tai k Work. An expert locksmith has charge of making

Keys and Repairing Locks.
LISK IVORY ENAMELWARE

SPECIAL
- »8e Sale «£
Vlear-Ever’
Aumrsf

With blue, green or orange trim
mings.
These are quality goods—
three coats of enamel and made to
wear.

June 2nd to Jane 14th
FISHING TACKLE
Everything for fresh water fishing.
Rods from
69c to $15.00
Reels from
50c to 12.50
Lines from
6c to 6.50

Sauce Pans
Set of 2 pans

t-~t

both

cafcO] J°T

MADE MANY ARRESTS

' Two hundred and thirteen arrests
I were made by Maine's 510 state high
way police officers in April. The
| number Is higher by 53 than the
| March arrests. The maj >rity of las’
month’s arrests were for traffic law
violations. There were 37 arrests
for operating without driver’s license.
35 for driving an overloaded truck:
27 for reekless flriving: 23 for im
proper registration and 17 for driving
while intoxicated.

The Independent Coal Co. an
nounces the arrival of a cargo of
extra fine Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre
foal which is now ready for deliv
ery —adv.

“4

««•

THE CRIE HARD
WARE STORES
H. H. CRIE & CO. and
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Are now giving the Nationally Famous S. & H.
Green Discount Stamps. Make all your Hard
ware, Kitchen and Home Purchases at these fine
stores at No Increase in Price—and fill your
Stamp Books Quickly.

Ungear IMe, fl.M

2 <»»«• lo fit *3e Mir.

AN INVITATION

Doable
Boiler

3MiVHldQQl
wuin

Green Discount Stamps Given By
H. H. CRIE & CO.
This store handles a complete line of Light and Heavy Hardware for the
Home, Farm, Kitchen or Shop, Cordage, Ship Chandlery — Every Hard
ware Need. Cordage and Explosives are Specialties.

GUNS AND RIFLES
Many popular Hammerless Shot Guns, also the small 22 Rifles.
Seme extra bargains if taken within a very short time. This ap
plies only to Guns already on hand. Some good Double Hammerless
Guns as low as $15.00, while others are priced from $20.03 to $35.C0.

A(iUarPriM«l.SS

blue, orange or green trim

With

mings.

They

will

doll

up

your

iilWIS

kitchen.

Steam
Poacher

tHtgttUr
J"98
c
frtt* tl.iO

VELOCIPEDES, SCOOTERS,
WAGONS, CROQUET SETS
LAWN MOWERS,
$7.25 to $12.03

2 Muffin Pans

98*
Get your* 2V0 V

One year service or you got a new

one.

If you like them tell the manu

Cloth free.

i

Visit the handsome S. & H. Premium Station at
509 Main street in the New Bicknell and you will
appreciate the splendid opportunities offered by
the Green Discount Stamp merchants.
PATRONIZE MERCHANTS GIVING

SHINO DUST MOPS $1.19 and $1.49

facturer and you wiH get a 25c Dust

PLATFORM SCALES
Local Agents for
VALSPAR PAINTS AND
VARNISHES

Valspar varnish has al
ways been noted for its
high quality. The same
high quality is found in
the House Paints. There
are also the quick drying
Enamels.
The full line
carried In stock.

iM.

The famous “Arthur James” hooks are
stocked in many sizes and styles. The lines,
coming direct from the factory are full size
and strength.
A combination that gives
satisfaction.

POULTRY AND CHICKEN WIRE

Full widths and length rolls. Heavily gal
vanized to withstand the weather. Uni
form construction. Widths 12 inches and up.
Square mesh wire for Baby Chicks.
Barbed and Plain Fence Wire also Woven
Field Fencing.

CUTLERY

You know they are good
Grass and plants and flowers, like
folks, thrive best when they are well
fed. We have the feed.
Loma—
Bloomaid or Vigaro in 1,4, 10, 25 and
100 pound packages.
They cost a little more than ordi
nary fertilizer and pre tvorth the
price.

Both Rubber and Leather Belting carried
in stock and in widths from one inch up.*
Round Leather (Belting also. Besides, wo
have Belt Fasteners, Belt Lacings and Belt
Dressing.

J .

I
Lamps,

Why trust to inferior rope when “Plymouth”
is available. We have a large supply with
sizes from the small Twines to the larger
Ropes. Manila Lobster Twines, Lobster Pot
Warps and regular Ropes.
Also Binder
Twine. Price very reasonable.

500 sizes and kinds to choose from
If in need of a Bolt without doubt you can
find it at Crit’a. Bolts of Brass, Iron and
Galvanized. Plain Bolts and bolts of many
styles and sizes. Besides we have both Cap
and Set Screws.

BRECK & FERRY SEEDS

I
II

to OPEOATtVt

Single Beam. Price ................................. $20.03
Double Beam. Price ................................. $26.03

BOLTS

ors, alto black and white to choose

Spreads easily, dr] a quickly and

Coleman and Anterican
\ meric
Lanterns and Camp 8*ove«.

Fairbanks Scales need no special descrip
tion. Of sturdy and reliable construction.
They arc dependable. Used by the Farmer
and the Fisherman and also any who need
accurate weights.

PLYMOUTH CORDAGE
DEEP SEA HOOKS AND LINES

has a rich glossy finish. Twenty col

GREEN DISCOUNT STAMPS

SLIKUP RAPID DRYING ENAMEL

!I

£03 Pound Capacity

•0jD!'(OATlV’

Yes, we are right there with Pocket Knives.
Knives for the Kitchen and the Butcher.
Hunting and Fish Knives are also in stock.
These knives are priced from 10c up. Shears
are priced from 25c upward.

from.

Vl

IVORY BREAD AND CAKE BOXES

-r-98*

Green Stamp
Book

& hit?

IRON AND STEEL

The largest assortment of sizes of Bar
Iron and Steel in this part of the State is to
be found in our store. Besides we have a
stock of both Black and Galvanized Chain
and Boat (Hardware.

BELTING

EXPLOSIVES

Both Dynamite and Powder. We supp'v
in quantities to suit your needs. If you only
want a little we serve you just as cheerfully.
Fuses, Caps and Exploders, also.

H. CRIE & CO.

HARDWARE

OT)

fy

Fit
wm'

j

SAVINGS FOR YOU!
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Mrs. Arthur H. Pillsbury and
Miss Carrie Fields arrives today to
daughter (Janice w!ho have been in the spend the holiday and weekend with
city for the winter have returned to her fattier, Isaac Fields, Maverick
Thomaston and are occupying tlieir street.
apartment in the family residence on
Green street.
Mrs. T. E. Truesdale of Fall River.
Mass., arrived yesterday to be the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clarke and guest of Mrs. Mary Blethen, Holmes
Mrs Louise Clarke leave today for street.
Biddeford Pool where they will visit
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Davis left
during Mr. Clarke’s vacation from the
yesterday by motor for Providence,
Western Union office.
where they will be until next Mon
Mrs. Basil H. Stinson arrived this day.
morning from Boston where she has
Miss .Etta Petrie has returned from
been receiving hospital treatment.
a visit in Wiscasset.

Miss Jessie Rubenstein is home
Miss Lotta Skinner leaves today from the Vesper George School of
for Portland where she will be the Art. Boston, for the summer.
guest*of Mrs. Maud Gould for several
days.
Mrs. Bloc mfield Benner and daugh
ter Hannah of Nobleboro were
Miss Margaret Jordan and father. visitors in the city Tuesday.
Frank H. Jordan have returned to
their Thomaston home after a winter
Mr. and ,Mrs. Percy Winslow of
spent in the South. Miss Jordan Pi« -que Isle were weekend
was guest of honor last Saturday of Mrs. Winslow’s sister, Mrs. E. L.
evening at a bridge luncheon given Farg nt. Mr. Winslow is treasurer
by Mrs. tf. Walter Strout. Green of the Merchant’s Trust & Banking
street, among the guests being Mrs. Co. in Presque Isle.
G. M. Derry of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. William Clements of
Members of the Outing Club mo West Medford. Mass., are opening
tored to Wellesley Inn yesterday for their summer heme at South Thom
a shore dinner.
aston.

Ar. w
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“MAINE’S GREATEST SOLDIER’
Reviving the Story of Major Gen. Hiram G. Berry,
Known As the “Hero of Chancellorsville”

(
j
I
I

(By George Loring White)

E. K. Gould, in the preface to his Here was a chance for intensive mili
biography of Gen. lliram G. Berry, tary training which helped to edu
calls him “Maine’s greatest soldier" cate him for the severe tasks that de
anti marshals abundant testimony volved upon him during the nearly
from Berry s peers to prove his state two years of service in the Civil War.
ment.
Four companies of the 4th Maine
Comparisons are odious, and it is were raised in Rockland, with Hiram
always safer to say “one of the G. Berry the colonel of the regiment.
greatest.” instead of the greatest. On the way to Washington. Col.
During the Civil War I used o hear in father's family the name of Gen- ,
era I Berry mentioned in such a way
that 1 have always carried the im
pression that he was one of the
bravest and most skilful generals in
our army. The perusal of this hit gI
raphy has confirmed my lifelong im
pressions.
W’as it Berry's good
fortune or was it owing to his sol
dierly alertness that he so many
times arrived on the field of action
just in time to save the day? At Wil
liamsburg he saved II oker ar.-l won
tlie
fighting
Joe s ’
everlasting
friendship. so that when Hvok< r was
elevated to the command of the
Army of the Potomac he placed
Berry over his fighting corps. At
Chancellorsville.
when
Stonewall
Jackson was on the eve of annihilat
ing Hooker's army by his fam us
flank movement. Berry was on hand
with his division and stayed the on
coming tide of rebel victory. Pre
viously. at Fair Oaks. Kearney’s divis on of which Berry's brigade
f rmed a part came on to the field
just in time to save the day and it
wa his hrigad • that by.e the brunt
of the battle.
B.rry Among the Bravest
He always led his troops into >
action and by his conspicuous bravery
Inspired .his trocrpM whether regi
ment. brigade or <1 vision, with such
a d termined spirit and such cour
age that it was often the proud
boast of Berry, who was a'ways how
ever a modest, humble man. that his 1
men had never taken a backward
step when face to face with the foe.
His c uirage wa not excelled by Na
poleon at the bridg 'of Lodi, by I
Winkelried at Sempach by Leonidas j
with his 300 at Thermopylae, by
Washington between
the hostile
hosts at Princeton, or Hobson in his ,
b ave act during the Spanish-Ameri
can war. He was not'outdone by Phil
Kearney who was killed at Chantilly, j
nor by Custer, who was killed by the ' Major General Hiram G. Berry, Who
Indians on the Big Horn, nor by Phil |
Sheridan who escaped unscathed, or
Berry determined to march through 1
Col. Cross killed at Gettysburg.
Baltimore. The rough usage given
Bravery was hut a small part of !
a Massachusetts regiment in that,
Berry's military genius. The leader i
city led Berry to prepare his men to
who inspires his men with uncon- I
resist any foolishness via paving
querable determination to win so i
stones and brick-bats, and the march
that they never turn their backs on !
was made without disturbance.
the foe is possessed of one form of
The 4th regiment was a part of
military genius. No commander was
Howard's brigade and that brigade
ever better loved by his soldiers
formed a portion of Heintzelman's
than General Berry. 11c loved his
division. The 4th Maine was soon
men
and
cared
for
them
as
engaged in the conflict and soon men
mothers care for their children. He
were falling shot to death or sorely
never sent an aide on a perilous mis
wounded. Major Stephen H. Chap
sion hut took it upon himself, and he
man was tlie first victim, pierced in
was on such a mission at Chancel
the heart by a rifle ball and his last
lorsville when a sharpshooter got
words were. "Tell my wife I 4m shot
him.' In arranging for a battle he
—God bless her!’’ Others soon fol
placed his men with consummate
lowed and one had both legs shot off
skill. Just before his death there
by a cannon ball. The 4th Maine
was talk in high quarters that he.
withstood this murderous fire most
though hut 38 years of age. would
gallantly.
yet be the choice of the Government
The Turmoil of Battle
for the command of the Army of the
All was excitement and turmoil.
Potomac.
Hiram G 'Berry was born in the The thunder of the artillery, the rat
eastern part of Thomaston, now tle of small arms, the hoarse com
Rockland. Me., Aug. 24. *1824. His mands of the officers, the whistle of
grandfather. Thomas Berry, was an the bullets, the shriek of the shells,
officer in the Revolutionary War the shouts of the combatants, the
and his father.. Jeremiah Berry. took cries of the wounded, made a chaos
part in the War of 1812. So he came of excitement as though hell itself had
honestly enough l»y his fighting pro broken loose. Men became wild with
pensities. Still, it was only a sense excitement, discharging their guns
of duty that urged him into the war into the air. ramming several charges
into their rifles before attempting to
and to he aggressive as a fighter.
He early entered heartily into discharge them and thus doing more
business in Rockland, at 28 becom damage to themselves than to the
ing one of the three incorporators of enemy.
But Col. Berry manifested great
the Rockland Steam Mfg. Co., and
at 29 was elected a director of the coolness and bravery amidst all this
Limerock National Bank, an office
he held until in 1861 he resigned to
enter the army.
He also owned
largely in shipping.

Berry was ever on the alert, and by
good arrangements and personal ex
ample influenced the ardor all around
him. His regiments fought most des
perately.”
A passage in Berry’s congratula
tory order sounds a hit like ond of
Napoleon's:
“Soldiers! You have
won by your bravery Hie hearts of
all your commanders—brigade, di
vision corps, and even those higher
in command. Soldiers! 1 thank you:
my superiors thank you: your coun
try thanks you. and will remember
you in history.”
Gen. McClellan sent for him and
in the presence of Heintzelman
thanked and congratulated him. He
told him that die and his brigade had
won* the fight. Berry was showing
the world that lie was a might}
fighter.

n«>bly ... As for my poor self. 1
tried to do my duty. Strange as it
may seem to you. I was no more
excited than ord narily when in ear
nest. 1 did not believe I should he
hit in any v.ay. and I did not think
of it at all. My mind was occupied
by my command entirely. Men fell
all around me, killed and wounded.
The ground was covered with men
and horses, some mine and some of
other regiments, who had passed over
the same ground. Chapman left me
only one minute before lie was shot.
He came for orders to my post by the
Regimental colors: asked for orders
with a smile. I gave them, he ex
tended his hand, we exchanged
blessings, he cautioned me against
unnecessary exposure, and we parted

guished honor. No officer ever tried ^followed by the sharp crack of a rifle,
harder to do hisgWhole duty than to and Major-Gen. Hiram G. Berry had
tlie end of his brief life did General fought his last battle." As his staff
bent over him, he murmured, “My
Hiram G. Berry.
w fe and child." adding. “Carry* me
Berry’s Last Fight
off tlie field.” Thus on that beautiful
It w.is at t'hancellors-ville. Stone- Sund'iv morning of May 3 1863,
wad Jackson had succeeded in com 7.26. there passed from earth one of
pletely deceiving Hooker and his the gentlest, most affectionate, and
generals as to his intentions and heroic spirits that ever graced this
Just then Gen
! turned i booker's right, coming in mortal sphere.
upon Howard with such suddenness Hooker rode lip and being told that
and force that the rout would have Berry had fallen, he sprang from his
been complete, had not the tide been horse and approached the prostrate
Kneeling
met and turned by Hooker’s old di- form, weeping bitterly.
\ sion, commanded now* by Gen. reverently, he kissed the cold fore
head. murmuring sadly: “My Qod,
Bcri y.
When the 11th Corps was attacked .Berry why was this to happen?
H Jackson, Berry was near the Why was the <nan on whom I relied
Chancellor house acting as a re so much to be taken away in this
serve. First tlie noise and tumult. 1 manner?" Then turning to the sym-

Fighting At Fair Oaks

It Can Be Done if All Who Were Not Enumerated Will
Follow Supervisor’s Request
If you were not enumerated, or if you have any doubt, fill out the
coupon and mail to—
FRED R. WALTON, Supervisor Census
Auburn. Maine

On April 1. 1930. I was living at address given below, but to the
best of my knowledge 1 have not been enumerated, either there or
anywhere else.

Name .............................. ......................... . ............................................................ ............

<

-r-

City ................................. ............................. ................................. ............................ .
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half his men. All that day Jenera
B. 1 v was in the saddle, a •conspicu1 >11 obj ct for the tharp?hooter.
1 H N ’w York Tribune < • mmend
d highly the Michigan regim nts o’,
lb rry’s brigade, saying. ' 1 would
, cov t the honor, if usagn fun'll con
fer it of adoption into either of th
Michigan regiments whom 1 raw or
die leap through slnj. and sh >’.1 in
fested wood . . . so that when asked
“To what service do you belong' I
e»u!d proud’y reply. I be.vng t
B .ay’s brigade.’
<Tom\\ I r.evt
had better troops than those, wh
under the command of this goad
officer, swept with tiie and steel th
•whole rebel force Pom Casey camping ground and earthwork'*
pi ing it with monuments cf their t 1
rib c marksmanship.”
• • • •

•

!.*** '____ /- : _____
Fell At the Battle of Chancellorsville

.
for the last time.
He was shot ;
through the heart -’immediately on
resuming hte post. I shall come out
all right I have no doubt: shall do
my whole duty, and I never again,
probably, shall he placed in such a
■position. should the war last for years
as that at Bull Run.”
In recognition of Col Berry's gal
lant services at Bull Run. President
Lincoln promoted him March 2i>. BW2
to the rank of Brigadier-General of
Volunteers. The Fourth Maine re
gretted their loss and the sergeants
presented him with a beautiful sword,
made expressly for him. the mount
ings on the hilt being* of solid silver,
the blade tf Damascus steel, and
flowered one-third of its length. The
other officers, not to he outdone, pre
sented him with an elegant service
of silver p’ate costing about $1000.
Few commanders ever enjoyed great
er love and devotion from men and
officers xunder them than lliram
Berry.
Batt'e of Williamsburg
After Bull Run came the campaign
on the Peninsular and Berry's first
battle there was at Williamsburg.
His brigade consisted of four regi
ments. three of which were from
Michigan and one from New York
an Irish regiment, the 37th. They
all displayed remarkable courage and
tenacity under Berry's leadership
and became famous for their disci
pline and battling qualities. I have
no space to recite in detail the battle
of Williamsburg but when Hooker

Generals McClellan, lbintzciman
Kearney and H oker personally c in
plimented Gene.al Beiry for his ski..
and btavery.
The Federal Army was so near t
Richmond that the spires of its
churches could be distinctly seen.
But McClellan h id d termined t
beat a retiaat. His offic rs were tilb .
with indignation so that Keanu \
Hooker. Heintzelman. Berry and
other brigade commanders visited
headquarters to rem< nstrate ytith
McClellan ami urge the taking of
Richmond. Kcarmy was the spokes
man and urged the ease with his a< (ustomed vehemence. When their
affect Mcunited arguments failed to afft
Clellan. Kearney “denounced him in
language so strong, that all wh 1
heard it expected that he would 1"
placed under arrest until a genera
courtmaTtial could be held.” Thence
forward there was less enthusiasm
among the officers for “Little Mac.”
Gen. Berry continued to fight as
bold y and bravely through the nof the Peninsular campaign as lie had
at Williamsburg and Fair Oaks.
STEDMAN’S TRI BIT 1C TO
“KEARNEY AT SEVEN BINES"
(FAIR OAKS)

ODAY, at your

T

dealer’s, it the

greatest bargain in

age to widely urged for children.
Made of the finest ingredi

aged to give it a riper and more
mellow flavor. And it comes to
you only in clean new bottles

Monument To Gen. B>rry In Achorn Cemetery

to further insure its purity.
So if you're looking for the

hen' panic-stricken fugitives came
pushing their way through the steady
ranks of Berry division. Hooker
hurried up and shouted to his true
and trusted friend, Major-Gen. Berry,
“General throw your men into the
breach—receive the enemy on your
bayonets—don't fire a shut—they
can't see you?'
The battle was prolonged way into
ihe night, a night beautiful and clear,
as the moon shone brightly, though
tlie heavy forest shade east a gloom
around the fiercely fighting combatants. The last night Berry spent on
earth was a night of toil, trouble,
danger and watchfulness.
In the morning hours the battle
by spells continued, and at about 7
a. m. General Berry wishing to com
municate with Gem ral Mott, instead
of sending an aide as most command
ers do. in spite of warnings concern
ing sharps’.K oters in the trees he jierform al the errand himself.

pathetic group of officers, lie said
that he had b>st one of his best officers
and warmest friends.
Other warm tributes were rendered: Rockland honored him as few
heroes are ever honored. October 31,
1x65. a beautiful statue was unveiled
in the Achorn cemetery. Rockland,
with appropriate ceremonies. It has
never seemed to me that Western
Maine has ever honored Gen. Berry
ns much as his great merit deserves.—
George lx l .ng White in tlie Lewiston
Saturday Journal.

"So that soldierly legend is still «.n its 1
I
journey.
That story of Kearnt y who knew j
not to yield:
Twas the day when with Jameson, !
fierce Berry and Birney,
Against twenty thousand lie rallied
j
the field.
Wliere the red volleys poured when
the clamor rose highest:
Where the dead lay in (lumps 1
through the dwarf oak and pine:
Death of General Berry
Where the aim from the'thicket was
“
Reachlnii
(Jen. llntt. they
surest and nighest.
No charge like Phil Kearney > along vei-.-cd for a short time; then the
General started to return
He had
the whole line!”
gained the Plank road, crossed It.
Another Promotion
I and had nearly reached the place i
Just before the battle of Fredericks where the staff officers were stand
burg. the 17th Maine was added to ing. when from the trees In which i
Berry’s brigade and the 35th New the North Carolina sharpshooters
York was joined with the 37th It is were posted came a wreath of smoke.

ginger ale that gives you the

most for your money, ask for

:

Clicquot Club Golden. It comes
in full 16-ounce pints.

j
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Clicquot Club
GOLDEN

The “Quick Energy” Ginger Ale
/IRm

preserver

"Keeps the Foot Well’
for Men and Women

REJUVENATOR
SYSTEM

Heel-to-Ball Fitting

DORMAN’S
440 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
20-tf

Painless Treatment—Demonstra

needless to say that Berry added to
his- laurels in the E'redericksburg
fight.

tions at the Narragansett
These machines restore circulation and improve
health condition.

No sick person has good circula-

tion.

You Are Invited To Call
For Free Demonstration .

0

MMME

*•

We treat infantile paralysis, arthritis, neuritis, all
forms of so-called rheumatism, obesity, constipation
and troubles caused by the foot.

The Guilford Foot Support
Gives Positive Relief

—writes a mother
•‘He was in poor health generally
and not gaining weight as he
should.
Scene on "The Lookout" Where the 4th Maine Regiment Encamped Before Starting For the Front
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1
excitement, encouraging and cheer- i
ing his men. and directing their
movements with judgment and dis- I
cretion. When the color-bearer was
shot down, he seized the fallen stand
ard and bore it aloft through the fray, j
His stalwart figure was a eonspicu- !
ous mark for the foe and his cloth- '
ing was riddled witli bullets and his |
horse shot from under him. H<‘ ;
wept bitterly that so many of his '
hoys had been killed for his heart j
was as tender as a woman's. Tin* j
Fourth Maine was the last to leave I
the field and t'he men had behaved ,
so gallantly that the people of this
State had reason to he proud of them.
as also of their heroic commander
A Letter Home

Family size SI .20; othrr elzea 60c ft 40c.

Thit handy pachaga canlaina
12 fait pinta of Clicquot Club
Coldon. It'a tho mott oconomical uiay to buy gingar ala.

ents obtainable, it it carefully

<( Helped Restore My
Son’s Health”

LAXATIVE WORM EXPELLER

PARTY PACKAGE

here. It is Clicquot Club Gold

en, the famous energy bever

Rockland 69

Dr.True’s Elixir

THE

ginger ale ever offered to women

He Loved Politics

He suffered from nervousness,
sleeplessness, twitching of the eyes,
threw up his food. He had symp
toms of worms . . . Giving him
Dr. True’s Elixir resulted in his im
proving so rapidly that 1 felt grate
ful to your Elixir ever since. It cer
tainly has been the cause of his
having continued good health
since.” — Mrs. R. W. Winchester,
Essex St., E. Lynn, Mass._________

9000

they fought like tigers. He lost ovt

.4 . »*£«**' - *

He naturally loved politics for
(here is a militant aspect to politics
which pleased his military instincts.
When he was 28 years old lie was
elected to represent his town in the
Slate i.egislature.. Here lie met Wil - .
liam Pitt Fessenden and Nelson
Dinghy. In 1856 he was again sent
to the Legtelature.
In 1856 lie was elected the second ,
mayor of the new city of Rockland.
Being a Democrat, he failed of secur
ing a second term as party politics ;
in 1857 was laging with unusual'fury.
At the age of 29 he was appointed
Inspector of the Fourth Division of
Militia, with the rank of lieutenanteoionel. Next year be with others ,
organized a light infantry company,
called the Roek'and City Guards.

ROCKLAND

Street and Number ......................................................................................................

I have no space to tell of the
m »v; uh nt of the troops that day. Ausual the enemy massed his men and
made so fierce an onset that disaster
s t ined to stare the Federate in tin
face when Kearney arrived. and
Berry s brigade pitched into the light
with their usuar ardor. His Irish
regiment d stinguished themselves,

U&f-'

MAKE

Col. Berry in a letter home de- !
scribes how he felt in his first battle: |
“Never was a braver set of men
than those who went into battle
under my command. They were per
fectly cool, did exactly as 1 wanted,
obeyed all my orders and behaved

was hard pressed and his troops liegan to falter. Berry passing impetu
ously through other and slower bri
gades reached Hooker just in time
to turn defeat into victory.
Phil Kearney, the commander of
the division: Heintzelman also in
their reports of the battle: both the
New York Herald and Tribune gave
Berry the credit for saving the day.
The Tribune said in part: “But now
Brigadier Berry ol' the stout State of
Maine, wading through the mud and
rain at such speed that he actually
overtook and passed three other bri
gades—came in sight. ... A wild
hurrah went up from the army and,
with a yell that was electric, three
regiments of Berry’s brigade went to
the front, formed a line nearly halt’
a mile long, and commenced a volley
firing that no troops on earth could
stand before, then at the doublequick dashed with the bayonet at the
rebel army and sent them flying from
the field.”
Kearney said in his report: “Gen.

,
‘
,
,

,

Under a flag of truce to care for '
the wounded after the battle, the !
aide of Gen. A. P. Hill asked what ;
brigade came up after their heavy l
artillery fire. The answer was “Gen.
Berry's brigade.” “General A. P. Hill
sends his compliments to Gen. •
Berry.” said the Confederate officer,
“and say to him that it was the best
behaved brigade that lie ever saw !
under fire.”
Berry had once taken Birney's I
place as coTnmander of a division '
and soon the gallant general {was ,
promoted to that position.
Hannibal '
Hamlin had always been among;
Berry's many friends and was ‘al
ways ready to lend him all the help
he oould. Gen. Hooker wrote Major- :
General Halleck warmly recommend
ing that Brigadier Gen. Berry he'
promoted to a Major-general of Vol- !
unteers. Heintzelman wrote Lincoln
in the same ven. On March 7. 1863.;
at the age of 38. <Jenera 1 Berry re- i
ceived this merited and distin- '

EXPERT
DRY
CLEANING
at

RIGHT
PRICES

“Spring Cleaning" has
grown to be a more and
more important phrase.
In truth. Spring Clean
ing IS important; even
delightful, if negotiat
ed with the assistance
of Lamb’s Cleaning
Shop, whose methods
of handling clothes,
rugs, drapes, etc., are
remarkably
thorough
and conducive to longwear.

I his support moves with every ligament and tissue
of the foot—on hardwood floors, cement or brick

walks or on rough ground.

When your heel comes

down this supports the oscalsis, when foot is down it

supports the cuneiforms, when the foot bends to fin
ish the step it supports the metatarsus and phalanges.

There are twenty-six bones in the foot below the
ankle. The Guilford Automatic Foot Support works

in unison with every one of these bones.
Give Comfort, Ease and Assistance At All Time*
* -

Arthur F. Lamb

Room 2, Narragansett Hotel,

CLEANER
301 Main Street
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